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ABSTRACT
A series of experiments were conducted in an attempt to devel-
op meteoritic simulators by employing shaped charges which explo-
sively propel metal jets. Experiments were conducted with conven-
tional conical shaped charges as well as a newly developed hyper-
bolic shaped charge design. Tests were conducted with the materi-
als 1020 steel_ Ingot Iron_ type 200 nickel_ 304 stainless steel
and magnesium. Jet velocities in the range of 8.0 to 12 km/sec
were observed for the jets from the various materials. Some of the
jets were observed to be in a stable cohesive form while others
were fragmented and were expanding radially. No cohesive nickeljets were produced with velocities above Ii km/sec and no cohesive
iron jets were produced with velocities as high as 9 km/sec. Nickel
and iron shaped charge designs were produced which were calibrated
for future rocket flight tests. The results are given in part II
of this report.
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DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF ADVANCED
SHAPED CHARGE METEORITIC SIMULATORS
PART I - SHAPED CHARGE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
by: E. R. Berus & E. L. Clark
SUMMARY
The purpose of this development was to produce meteoritic
simulators which had a mass of two grams and a velocity of 15 km/
sec or greater. This was to be accomplished using a shaped charge
design as the gun. The materials of interest were: low carbon
steel (or iron), nickel, magnesium, chromium, manganese, iron oxide,
cast iron and calcium.
A previous effort to achieve the 15 km/sec velocity with bi-
metal cylindrical liners had failed. The desired velocity was
achieved, but the jet material was not cohesive; it was in the
form of a cloud of minute particles which were expanding radially.
For the program being reported it was planned to approach the
l_ km/sec velocity by starting with a conical liner design which
would produce a cohesive jet at a lower velocity. Design modifi-
cation would then be made to increase the velocity while retaining
the jet integrity. A test program was conducted where 23 degree
conical liners were tested with 1020 steel and nickel being used
as the liner materials. Cohesive nickel jets with masses between
one and two grams and velocities near lO km/sec were produced.
However, although the jet material was cohesive, the jet pellets
tended to segment and were therefore not reproducible. The 1020
steel jets produced by the 23 degree liners were not cohesive.
A new type of liner design referred to as the hyperbolic
liner was tested. It was found to produce a nickel jet pellet
with a mass of two grams and a velocity of 9.4 km/sec. The mate-
rial 1020 steel was tested with this design_ but did not produce
a cohesive jet.
Further tests were conducted with the nickel hyperbolic liner
in an attempt to isolate the main jet from unwanted jet debris
which followed ito Variou_ inhibiting techniques were tried and
three or four methods appeared feasible. A technique which in-
volved grooving the interior of the liner near the base was chosen
as an interim design although it was felt that another technique,
with further development_ might be better. It was found with sub-
sequent tests in vacuum that the inhibiting process produced by
the groove disturbed the rear of the pellet to the point that the
rear portion split off during travel down the vacuum tube. The
effect had not been observed in air presumably because aerodynamic
forces had prevented the segments from moving away from the pellet.
Further tests were conducted with hyperbolic liners where
Ingot Iron was used for the liner material instead of 1020 steel.
It was found that Ingot Iron was more prone to form a cohesive jet
than 1020 steel. Tests were then conducted with Ingot Iron in
both the hyperbolic design and in a 30 degree conical liner design.
Cohesive jet pellets with masses in the neighborhood of one gram
and velocities in the range 8.0 to 8.5 km/sec were produced.
It was learned that with the charge designs tested, it is
difficult to produce cohesive jets with nickel and iron above a
certain velocity level and that this velocity level depends on the
material. Specifically, no cohesive nickel jets were observed at
velocities above ll km/sec and no cohesive 1020 steel or Ingot
Iron jets were observed above 9 km/sec. Also_ there appears to
be a greater tendency for the purer material (i.e._ Ingot Iron vs.
steel) to form a cohesive jet under critical conditions. There
was some indication that_ for a given velocity_ it was easier to
form a cohesive jet with a larger angle liner.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this development program was to produce mete-
oritic simulators of known mass, shape, density, velocity and com-
position which could be used to evaluate key coefficients in the
physical theory of natural meteors. The artificial meteors are to
be carried above the earth in a rocket and then projected downward
through the atmosphere. The light intensity observed is used to
determine a value for luminous efficiency. The latter value can
then be used to determine the mass of natural meteors which are
observed.
The general approach to the problem has been to employ shaped
charges which normally produce copper jets with velocities in the
neighborhood of 8 km/sec. It is desired to achieve a jet velocity
of i_ km/sec or greater and a pellet mass of 2 grams. The materi-
als of interest are: low carbon steel (or iron), nickel, magnesi-
um_ chromium_ manganese_ iron oxide, cast iron and calcium.
Firestone had been awarded a contract (NASI-4187) previous to
this one, for developing a two gram, l_ km/sec pellet using bimet-
al cylindrical liners. The cylindrically-lined charges were capa-
ble of producing 15 km/sec velocity, but the jet material was not
in a cohesive form; it formed in a cloud of minute particles
which expanded radially. The bimetal liner concept, which incor-
porated beryllium as the outer material, was intended to circum-
vent the basic problem which is assumed to be related to the sound
velocity of the liner material. An extensive set of experiments
were conducted with the bimetal liners, and jet velocities of 15
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km/sec were observed; however, the jet material was not cohesive.
The present contract was then awarded to Firestone. The pur-
pose was again to achieve a two gram pellet with a velocity of 15
km/sec or greater. However, it was proposed to approach the prob-
lem in a more methodical way. It was planned to start with coni-
cal liner designs which would give lower than the requested veloc-
ity, but which would produce cohesive jets. The shaped charge
parameters of cone angle_ liner wall thickness_ and type of explo-
sive would then be varied and various apex designs would be stud-
ied in an attempt to produce a cohesive jet with the desired ve-
locity.
It was agreed at a conference among NASA, BRL and Firestone
representatives that initial tests would begin with a 23 degree
conical liner which would produce a jet pellet with a mass of
about one gram and a velocity of lO km/sec. These goals were
achieved; however_ it was found that the pellets_ while being co-
hesive_ tended to segment or split. As a result of this work an
important problem was revealed, that of obtaining reproducibility
from shot to shot. Consequently_ the majority of the work done
on the project was aimed at obtaining reproducibility of jets with
velocities under lO km/sec.
The principal data obtained on the various test programs were
radiographs of the jets. Since a large portion of the jets radio-
graphed were either in a fragmented state_ or were in the process
of degrading, it is not possible to accurately describe the indi-
vidual jets with numbers or words. Therefore_ representative sets
of radiographs are shown for each test program so that the reader
can make his own judgements.
TEST FACILITY
All design testing was done at the Defense Research Division
installation at the Ravenna Army Amunition Plant.
Three test sites were used to study the experimental shaped
charge designs. These are referred to as the Open Test Site, the
Large Chamber and the NASA Test Site. The Open Test Site was used
to radiograph shaped charges during the collapse process, the Large
Chamber was used to radiograph the jets after travels of up to 7
feet in air_ and the NASA Test Site was used primarily to radio-
graph the jets under vacuum conditions (40 microns air pressure).
A detailed description of the test sites is given in Part II of
this report. A brief description of them is also given below.
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At the Open Test Site the charges were placed in front of a
blast-resistant cassette, usually six to eight inches from the
magnesium cover plate. Radiographs were taken of the collapsing
charge, then a second view of the jet was obtained after about
eight inches travel relative to the first view. Field Emission
Corporation Model 233 X-ray pulsers were used for the radiography.
These units are pulsed at a maximum voltage of 300 KV. Times,
used to determine velocity, were recorded by a TEKTRONIX Model 545
single trace oscilloscope. The jet pellet mass and velocity were
determined from the X-ray film data.
Tests were conducted at the Large Chamber for the purpose of
observing the jets after traveling a long distance in air. Since
it was found that jets which were on the borderline of stability
degraded slowly with travel_ it was necessary to evaluate all
potentially acceptable designs at this test site. Generally,
three radiographs were taken of the jet_ two in the same plane and
one in a plane which makes an angle of 120 degrees with respect to
the first one. The jets were usually radiographed after 35, 55
and 75 inches of travel. Model 233 X-ray pulsers are also used at
this site. The times are recorded by Beckman Model 7270 digital
readout counters. The pellet mass and velocity were determined
from the X-ray film data.
The NASA Test Site was primarily reserved for vacuum tests.
These tests were conducted with the air pressure in the neighbor-
hood of 40 microns. (This pressure corresponds to that which
exists at the altitude where meteors become luminous). The
jets can be observed at travels of over 1OO inches at thi_ site.
They are radiographed in orthogonal planes at each of two stations.
The X-ray pulsers are different than those used at the Open Test
Site and the Large Chamber. They are Field Emission Corporation
Model 231 X-ray pulsers which are operated at a maximum of 105 KV.
The times are recorded by the Beckman Model 7270 counter and the
TEKTRONIX Model 555 dual trace oscilloscope. The vacuum level is
measured with a Kinney Model KT9 Thermocouple Vacuum Gage.
Almost all of the radiographs taken during the development
program were taken at the Open Test Site and the Large Chamber.
The main information desired for the majority of tests was a
radiograph of the jet pellet which would record its degree of in-
tegrity.. An exact determination of the mass was not considered
important because promising designs could later be subjected to
special tests for this purpose.
All of the mass values given in Part I of this report were
determined by assuming that the pellet image seen on the film was
a full side view and that the pellet was a symmetric solid of rev-
olution. The resultant volume was reduced by a correction factor
to account for the fact that the image on the film was magnified.
This result was then multiplied by the normal density of the liner
material, to obtain the jet pellet mass.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Twenty-Three Degree Liner Program
The first attempt to produce a meteoritic simulator was made
with a 23 degree conical liner design. The design was chosen on
the basis of some preliminary tests conducted at the Ballistic
Research Laboratories_ (BRL) Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.
It was believed that it would be possible to obtain a jet pellet
(meteoritic simulator) with a velocity of lO km/sec and a mass in
the neighborhood of one gram. A meteoritic simulator can be pro-
duced by a shaped charge in the following way. A conical shaped
charge produces a long jet of material, the jet contains a velocity
gradient. Due to the velocity gradient, the jet ultimately breaks
into a number of segments. The leading element, the jet tip, has
the greatest velocity and the rearmost element has the lowest ve-
locity. In order to utilize the jet tip (jet pellet) as a meteor-
itic simulator, it is necessary to isolate it. This is accom-
plished by the use of an inhibitow. The inhibited jet technique
which was developed by BRL (ref.1) allows the jet tip to form,
but prevents the remainder of the jet from forming and following
the leading jet element. This is done by the use of a Lucite unit
cemented inside the liner. For most of the tests conducted during
this development the shaped charge did not include an inhibitor.
The plan was to evaluate the best liner design by studying the jet
tip character; then conduct a series of inhibitor studies in order
to isolate the jet pellet. The series of tests conducted during
this development are described in the following sections.
Wall thickness and truncation diameter study. - The initial
design tested was a 23 degree liner with a truncated apex. The
truncation was necessary in order to fit the charge into the space
envelope allowed (3-in. dia. x 9-in. long). It was planned to
evaluate a series of liner wall thicknesses and truncation diam-
eters in order to obtain the optimum combination. The liner mate-
rials tested were nickel and 1020 steel. The shaped charge assem-
bly and shaped charge liner detail are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
None of the shaped charges tested were inhibited.
The basic information obtained from the tests is a flash
radiograph of the jet This provides the data for determining ..... bil_
mass and velocity of the jet tip, as has been described in another
section of this report. The radiographs represent the only good
record of the jets, especially those jets which were badly frag-
mented or in the process of fragmenting, when observed. It was
decided not to attempt to describe the character of each jet in
the data summary tables because the terms which would be used
would convey different meanings to different people. Instead,
typical radiographs have been chosen for each type of charge tested
and are reproduced in the report so that the reader can make his
own judgements.
It was found that none of the designs tested produced a satis-
factory jet tip. The jets were seen to be either in the process of
splitting apart or were highly fragmented. The data showing the
liner designs tested and the resultant jet velocity are summarized
in Table I. It is seen that the desired velocity level (lO km/sec)
was achieved by liners with wall thicknesses of .045 and .060
inches. Radiographs of typical nickel and iron jets are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Notice that the kind of jet degradation is differ-
ent for nickel than for iron. The most cohesive part of the iron
jet is the jet tip; the elements following the tip are more highly
degraded. For the case of nickel, it is the jet tip which shows
the greatest degree of disturbance.
It was concluded that although some combinations of trunca-
tion diameter and liner wall thickness appeared better than others,
none of the designs tested were satisfactory. It was decided that
further investigation of some of the shaped charge design variables
(such as explosive head height and apex detail) would be necessary.
Explosive head test. - A limited test program was conducted
to determine the effect of explosive head height (thickness of ex-
plosive above apex of liner), and variation in design detail at
the liner apex.
It should be realized here that in spite of the vast amount
of experimental data available in the shaped charge field, very
little information was available regarding the effect of design
changes on the jet tip. The main goal of the shaped charge spe-
cialist is to produce deep penetrations into steel targets, and
since the jet tip represents a small portion of the total jet, it
has not been investigated intensively.
In view of the limited information available, it was decided
to conduct a test where the following effects would be investigated.
I. Increased explosive head - This test appeared reasonable
because it was known that jet tip velocity could be affected by the
height of explosive above the liner apex. Therefore, it was possi-
ble that the jet tip integrity could be affected also. The charge
assembly tested is shown in Fig. 5.
2. Variation in truncation detail - The liners up to this
point had all been truncated by cutting perpendicular to the liner
axis, thus leaving a flat area exposed to the explosive. It was
decided to test a variation of this design where the flat surface
would be eliminated by boring along the liner axis, leaving only
a sharp ring at the apex. See Fig. 6 for a drawing of the charge.
The closure disc which prevents the explosive from flowing into
the liner during loading was not used on this design. A special
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loading technique was employed to keep the explosive from flowing
into the liner cavity.
3. Use paper instead of metal for the closure disc - The
closure disc had been made of the liner material. The diameter of
the metal cap was equal to the outside diameter of the liner at the
truncated apex. It was .006 inches thick and was cemented to the
apex. The purpose of substituting paper for metal was an attempt
to determine the importance of the closure disc material on the jet
tip. It was postulated that the appearance of a rarefaction wave
in the explosive might be delayed by the metal disc and since it is
known that rarefaction waves can affect the liner collapse process_
an effort should be made to evaluate possible differences.
4. Reduce the liner diameter (sub-caliber design) - The
liner diameter was reduced to 75 per cent of the existing 2.9_4
inches while maintaining the explosive charge diameter at the orig-
inal liner diameter size. This design is referred to as a sub-
caliber charge. The purpose of this design was related to the
explosive head test. If it were found that an increase in explo-
sive head was desirable_ then it would be necessary to achieve
this by cutting off the base of the liner in order to fit the
whole charge into the required nine-inch envelope length. Develop-
ment tests at Firestone had indicated that the liner diameter could
be reduced (while keeping the explosive charge diameter constant)
to about 70 per cent of the explosive charge diameter, without af-
fecting the jet tip size significantly. The present test was to
confirm this for the 23 degree liner design. An assembly drawing
of the charge is shown in Fig. 7.
The test program was conducted with nickel liners which had
a truncation diameter of .375-in. and a liner wall thickness of
.060-in. The details of the test along with mass and velocity
data are listed in Table II. It was found that the charges with
a two-inch explosive head produced jet tips which were superior
to those produced by the charges with the one-inch explosive head.
The sub-caliber charges (reduced liner diameter) with the two-
inch explosive head produced jet pellets comparable to those
obtained from the full size liner. Radiographs of the jets are
shown in Fig. 8. The vertical bore truncation design (not shown
in Fig. 8) did not have a beneficial effect on the jet tip.
The following conclusions were made as a result of this
test:
i. Increasing the explosive head from one to two-inches
produced a jet tip with a higher degree of integrity.
2. The use of the paper closure disc had no beneficial effect
(since the charges with the one-inch head were not improved).
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3. A sub-caliber design was feasible. There might be some
reduction in jet pellet mass_ but the jet integrity was not af-
fected.
As a consequence of the above results it was decided that fu-
ture tests with the 23 degree conical liner would be conducted with
sub-caliber charge designs which incorporated a two-inch explosive
head. The use of the sub-caliber liner became mandatory once it
was decided to use the two-inch explosive head, because of the lim-
itation on charge length imposed by the envelope for the shaped
charge flight gun.
Sub-caliber charge design (thin wall liners). - This charge
design was based on the premise that the use of a two-inch explo-
sive head had solved the basic problem of poor jet tip integrity
for the 23 degree liner. It was therefore decided to evaluate a
charge design which would give a greater jet tip velocity. The
new charge design had a liner with a wall thickness of .048-in.
and an octol explosive filler. Previous shaped charge experience_
as well as the results presented in this report in the section_
Wall Thickness and Truncation Diameter Study, indicated that the
jet velocity would be higher than that obtained with the .060-in.
wall liner (used for the first sub-caliber test). It is also an
established fact that for a given liner design the octol explosive
produces a higher jet velocity than the composition B explosive
which had been used up to this point in the development program.
An assembly drawing of the new design is shown in Fig. 9.
Both nickel and iron liners were tested; the nickel liner is shown
in Fig. lO. The iron liner had a wall thickness of .045-in.; they
were available from the first 23 degree liner test program.
The first results with octol-filled charges were disappointing;
therefore_ tests were conducted with composition B and TNT. The
test data are given in Table III. A discussion of the results is
given below.
Steel liners: Two liners were tested with octol (Rounds
803-2 and 803-3). The first round had an apex with a vertical bore
truncation_ the other had normal truncation. The velocities ob-
tained Were over lO km/sec; however, the jets were broken into
minute particles and were undergoing a severe radial expansion.
Radiographs of the two jets are shown in Fig. ll. It is seen that
the degree of jet degradation is much greater than for the previ-
ously tested iron liners shown in Fig. 4. Also, the velocity for
these rounds was higher than for those shown in Fig. 4. This in-
dicated that there might be some relationship between the jet tip
velocity and the degree of jet degradation. Consequently, it was
decided to test a charge with TNT which would produce a signifi-
cantly lower jet velocity. This is round 803-12 in Table III.
The radiograph of the jet (included in Fig. ll) was poor; the jet
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path was off the central axis of the radiographic system. However,
it can be seen that the jet material was expanding radially. It
was not possible to determine a jet velocity. The only observation
that could be made was that the jet particles had not been frag-
mented as severely for the TNT explosive as they were for the octol
explosive.
Nickel liners: The nickel liner test with the octol explosive
also showed the jet tip integrity to be poor. Tests were then con-
ducted with composition B and TNT explosives; the results are in-
cluded in Table III. Radiographs of the jet for each explosive
type are shown in Fig. 12. A study of the radiographs reveals that
the jet integrity was improved in going from octol to composition
B. The TNT-loaded rounds again produced jets which deviated from
the normal flight path; therefore, no velocities were obtained.
However, it is seen in Fig. 12 that the degree of jet degradation
is less for the TNT rounds than for the octol rounds.
Because even the best jets showed some fragmentation, the
decision was made to discontinue tests with thin wall liners.
Sub-caliber charge design _hick wall liners). - The next test
series was conducted with sub-caliber nickel liners that had an
.060-in. wall thickness as shown in Fig. 13. The explosives octol
and composition B were tried with the thick wall liners. The test
data are shown in Table IV and radiographs of the jets are shown
in Fig. 14. The composition B loaded charges again produced a bet-
ter jet tip; however, the pellet integrity was still poor.
The results of this test and the previous one showed that al-
though octol provided a larger jet velocity, a greater jet degra-
dation was associated with the greater velocity.
In reviewing all of the data to this point in the 23 degree
liner program, it became apparent that solid jet material was being
formed, but that it degraded as it traveled through the air. There
were various degrees of degradation. In the extreme case, the jet
tip was fragmented into a number of small particles and the group
of particles was expanding radially. In other less severe cases of
jet tip degradation, the pellet was splayed at the front end and
was observed to be peeling back as it traveled through the air.
The latter condition appeared to be a borderline one which might be
corrected with a design change. It was therefore decided to con-
d_nt further tests with closed apex liners. The following deci-
sions were made:
1. Conduct all future tests with composition B explosive.
2. Concentrate on closed apex designs.
3. Use liners with wall thicknesses of .060-in. or greater.
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Apex variation study. - Tests on the effects of variation in
apex design on closed apex liners were conducted throughout the 23
degree liner program_ with most of the work being done just prior
to completion of the effort. All of the tests are summarized in
this section of the report.
It became apparent early in the 23 degree liner study that
the integrity of the jet tip was sensitive to what might be con-
sidered small changes in the shaped charge parameters. A rela-
tively small change in liner wall thickness or change in type of
explosive caused a significant effect on the jet tip character.
It was reasonable then to assume that there might be some apex
configuration which could improve the jet tip integrity. Drawings
of liners with the various apex designs investigated are shown in
Figs. l_ through 22. The test data are summarized in Table V.
A representative group of radiographs of the jets produced by
the various designs is shown in Fig. 23. The individual jet pel-
lets are shown at three successive positions in space. The pellet
travel relative to the liner base (large diameter of conical linen
are approximately 36 inches_ _6 inches_ and 76 inches for the top_
middle and bottom views, respectively.
Some of the jet tips shown in Fig. 23 are the best ones pro-
duced during the 23 degree liner program; however, a closer look
at the better pellets reveals that some improvement was needed in
order to produce a jet tip which would remain an integral unit.
For example_ consider the radiographs for round 809-8 which gen-
erally appears to be a good jet pellet. It is seen that in the
top view a small section of the jet tip_ which apparently has
broken off_ is located beside the pellet. In the second view the
piece has dropped back to the rear of the pellet, and in the bot-
tom view it is behind the pellet. This type of pellet degradation
is best illustrated by the radiographs for round 816-4.
As another example it can be seen that the jet tip for round
809-1 appears to be acceptable; however_ a closer view shows that
the front end of the pellet has been disturbed. An identical
round which is not shown (Rd. 809-3) was seen to be fragmenting
along its whole length.
The best jet pellet was produced by round 816-6 which had a
cylindrical section (spitback tube) at the apex. The pellet is
curved_ however_ indicating that there might be a tendency for
the front section to break off. This tendency for the front sec-
tion to lag the rear section is interpreted as indicating that
there is a small velocity gradient in the jet tip. Another radi-
ograph of an identical round (816-11) showed a small section of
the pellet tip broken off.
In general_ the results were regarded as encouraging. The
jet tip velocities obtained approached lO km/sec, and although
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the pellets were not considered acceptable_ there was an indication
that further modification of the apex on several of the designs
might produce a stable jet tip.
In determining the acceptability of a given liner design_ it
must be remembered that the final design must be tested with an in-
hibitor_ which generally causes a disturbance at the rea_ end of
the jet pellet. Inhibitor tests conducted with 23 degree liners
are discussed in the next section.
Inhibitor studies. - A method of inhibiting a shaped charge
liner in order to isolate the jet tip has been discussed in a pre-
vious section of this report. A limited inhibitor study con-
ducted on the 23 degree liner program employed this technique.
Tests were conducted with two liner designs. The tests consisted
of determining the proper i_hibitor height for the two designs.
Tests with thin apex designs: The liner design is shown in
Fig. 16_ where it is seen that the wall thickness at the apex is
the same as the liner wall, or .O60-in. The inhibitor design is
shown in Fig. 24. The design allows for a range of inhibitor
heights. Two values were tested; one had a height of 1.500 inches
and the other a height of 1.312 inches. The data are tabulated
in Table VI. It was found that the inhibitor for rounds 809_5 and
809-6 was cutting the jet tip too short for both heights. Radio-
graphs of the inhibited jet pellet are shown in Fig. 25.
The inhibitors were then modified to the configuration shown
in Fig. 26, which was the design originally used by BRL. The re-
sults for this design are included in Table VI and Fig. 25. The
rear end Of the jet pellet is seen to have been disturbed by the
inhibiting process; however_ this is typical for pellets produced
by this technique. The degree of disturbance can be reduced by
experimentally determining the optimum inhibitor height.
Tests with thick apex design: The liner drawing for this
design is shown in Fig. 18. The _all thickness for this liner was
.065- inches. The inhibitor design used was that shown in Fig. 26.
Two values of inhibitor height were tried: .745-inch and .682-in.
The test data are included in Table VI and radiographs of the pel-
let are shown in Fig. 27. Note that the inhibitor height (.745-
in.) which worked reasonably well for the .060-in. wall liner de-
scribed in the previous section_ did not appear to work as well
06_ ..... _-^- T+ w_ n__y to reduce the in-for the . -in. w_±_ ±±_=_ ......
hibitor height to .682-inch in order to achieve a better pellet.
Again_ it should be realized that this is probably not the best
design. Further experiments would have to be conducted if the jet
pellet were to be considered for use as a meteoritic simulator.
Vacuum tests. - A few of the twenty-three degree liner de-
signs were tested under vacuum condition (about _0 microns air
pressure). Both inhibited and uninhibited charges were tested.
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Data for the liners tested are summarized in Table VII. The re-
sults were not greatly different from those already given for tests
in air under ambient conditions. The inhibited pellets seemed to
be somewhat worse than those discussed above. The radiographs for
this program were poor due to poor contact between the film and in-
tensifying screens, therefore, they are not shown.
Further discussion of vacuum effects is given in a subsequent
section of this report.
Conclusions - A review of the results obtained on the 23 degree
liner program indicate that a pellet with a mass of 1.5 to 2.0 grams
and a velocity near lO km/sec was possible with this design. How-
ever, all of the designs tested showed some form of instability,
that is, the front end of the pellets would tend to break off, or
they would split and peel back as they traveled through the air.
A few shots fired in a vacuum indicated that the pellet instability
there was slightly greater than in air. It is believed that fur-
ther apex design studies might have produced a more stable pellet;
however, there is no way of knowing how much effort it would have
taken.
The development of the 23 degree liner system was terminated
in favor of a hyperbolic liner design discussed later in the report.
Thirty Degree Liner Program
A study was made of thirty degree conical liners after it was
found that difficulties were being encountered with the jet tips
produced by 23 degree liners. The main effort was made with 1020
steel and Ingot Iron being used as the liner materials. Tests were
also conducted with nickel_ but they were mainly an investigation
of the inhibiting process.
It was found during the course of the project that iron
(whether it be low carbon steel or Ingot Iron) is a difficult mate-
rial with which to form a cohesive jet. The jet tends to fragment
and expand radially after it is formed. The decision to return to
the 30 degree liners was made because it was known that cohesive
jet material had been formed with 1020 steel liners of this de-
sign.
Wall thickness and apex design variations were investigated.
The tests were conducted with and without inhibitors. Some sur-
prising results were obtained with the iron liners. It was found
that the use of an inhibitor apparently improved the jet tip in-
tegrity. Another interesting result was that Ingot Iron appeared
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to produce better jet tips than 1020 steel.
Because of the importance of the inhibitor in the production
of the iron jet pellet, this subject is discussed first.
Preliminary inhibitor studies. - An investigation of the ef-
fect of inhibitor height on the jet pellet was conducted with
nickel 30 degree conical liners. The nickel results are discus-
sed first, then the effects of inhibitors on iron pellets are
presented.
Nickel liners: Thirty degree nickel conical liners with an
•090 inch wall thickness were assembled in a test charge with com-
position B explosive. This charge design was developed at BRL,
and a calibration study was conducted on it by Firestone under
contract NAS 1-4187. A drawing of the charge assembly is shown
in Fig. 28 and the liner drawing is shown in Fig. 29. The charge
drawing shows a fiberglass body and several different initiation
arrangements, however, most of the 30 degree liner tests were ac-
tually conducted without bodies. The base plug shown in Fig. 28
was centered on the charge by an aluminum slip ring. The initi-
ation system was varied during the course of the program in an
attempt to achieve better results. (See Appendix B)
The inhibitor study under discussion consisted of testing
three different inhibitor heights, and radiographing the jet tip
at two positions near the base of the charge. The three inhibitor
heights included the design developed by BRL and two modified de-
signs which were obtained by reducing the original dimensions by 8
per cent and 15 per cent. A summary of the results is given in
Table VIII. The effect of inhibitor height can be seen in Fig. 30
where the jet pellets produced by the standard design, the 8 per
cent-reduced and the 15 per cent-reduced designs are shown. One
of the effects of the inhibitor on the jet pellet is seen to be
a disturbance at the rear end of the pellet where the separation
occurs. There is also a significant change in the jet pellet
lengths shortly after the inhibiting process occurs. The disturb-
ance of the jet pellet is much greater for the standard design
than it was for the 8 per cent-reduced design. This implies that
there is some optimum inhibitor design for any given charge de-
sign. The latter observation has previously been made by S.
Kronman (Ballistic Research Laboratories, Aberdeen Proving Ground)
as a result of his experiments with inhibited jet charges.
1020 steel and Ingot iron liners: Many tests were conducted
during the course or the 50 _egree liner program where the ef-
fects of inhibitors on the jet tip were studied. Tests were con-
ducted with .105 inch and .12_ inch wall 1020 steel and Ingot
Iron liners. The results were surprising; the inhibitor appeared
to have a beneficial effect on the jet tip.
Radiographs are shown of the jets from inhibited
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and uninhibited liners. The results are shown in Fig. 31. The
jet tips from the uninhibited 1020 steel charges are seen to be
degrading through what appears to be a process of delamination.
The jet pellets produced by the inhibited jet, however_ are seen
to be more cohesive except for the rear end where the typical in-
hibitor effect is occuring.
The uninhibited Ingot Iron jet was degraded almost as badly
as the 1020 steel charge; while_ the inhibited charge produced a
good jet pellet which appears more cohesive than that obtained
from the 1020 steel inhibited charge.
Thus_ it is seen that the inhibitor, while tending to produce
a disturbance at the rear of the jet pellet_ seemed to enhance the
jet pellet integrity for the 1020 steel and Ingot Iron liners
tested. The reasons for this effect are not known. Neither is
it known whether a similar effect would be observed for some other
liner material.
Apex design and wall thickness study. - An attempt was made
to obtain a better 1020 steel pellet by trying some variations in
the apex design and liner wall thickness. The tests were conducted
with and without an inhibitor in order to study each design under
both conditions. The liner designs tested are shown in Figs. 2%32_
and 33. The drawing shown in Fig. 29 gives the dimensions for the
.lOS-in. wall liner as well as the .125-in. wall liners. The
drawing of the sharp apex liners shown in Fig. 33 gives the dimen-
sions for the truncated apex design also. The same inhibitor de-
sign (Fig. 34) was used for all of the charges (a slight modifi-
cation in diameter was made to account for liner wall thickness
variation). The test results are summarized in Table IX. A com-
posite of some representative jet pellet radiographs is shown in
Fig. 3_.
The radiographs showed that the liners with the spitback tube
apex produced the best pellet (when an inhibitor was used.) It is
possible that some of the other designs might have produced better
pellets if an optimum inhibitor design had been used for each liner
type. However_ the status of the project at this time was such
that no further tests were considered. It was decided that the
best candidate for further testing was the original spitback tube
design developed by BRL.
Ingot Iron inhibitor study. - Information had evolved from
the hyperbolic liner phase of the project indicating that Ingot
Iron was more prone to form a good jet pellet than 1020 steel. In
view of the test results discussed above_ it was decided to try the
original spitback tube design using Ingot Iron as the liner materi-
al. The same test program was to attempt to determine the best in-
hibitor height for a given liner design. The test results are
shown in Table X where pellets formed in air and in a vacuum are
compared. The inhibitor height which was chosen to be tested in
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the vacuum was the one determined to be the best from tests in air.
Radiographs comparing the jet pellets resulting from the three
inhibitor heights tested are shown in Fig. 36. An inspection of
the radiographs showed that the jet pellet related to the shortest
inhibitor (rd. 835-6) has more jet material debris following it
than the pellet resulting from the medium height inhibitor (rd.
83_-5). For this reason, the medium size inhibitor was chosen for
vacuum tests. A radiograph of the jet pellet (Rd. 835-8) produced
by the chosen inhibitor in vacuum is included in Fig. 36. Notice
that the pellet radiographed in vacuum has much more debris sur-
rounding it than the one radiographed in air. Also_ the vacuum
pellet is somewhat longer. Subsequent tests further demonstrated
that there is a difference between pellets observed in vacuum and
pellets observed in air. The effect is attributed to a reduction
in both the retarding effect of air on the small debris particles
and in ablation of the pellet_ under the low pressure conditions.
Conclusions. - It was decided that 30 degree conical liners
with the spitback tube and the 2.125-inch inhibitor had produced
the best jet pellet of any of the conical liner designs tested.
Tests were concurrently being carried on with an Ingot Iron hyper-
bolic liner. The latter design also showed promise; however_ it
was decided to choose the 30 degree conical liner design as a can-
didate for a flight gun. Calibration studies carried out on the
design are reported in Part II of this report.
Hyperbolic Liner Program
A large portion of the effort to develop meteoritic simulators
was done with a shaped charge liner design called the hyperbolic
liner. This liner has an exterior surface which is conical_ and
an interior surface which is a hyperboloid. Its purpose was to
produce a steady-state jet_ i.e._ one with no velocity gradient
along the jet length. This design was tested using nickel_ 1020
steel_ Ingot Iron_ and magnesium as the liner materials. The best
pellets were produced by nickel liners_ therefore_ the majority of
the tests were conducted with nickel to determine the limits of
this design in terms of velocity_ reproducibility_ and minimum jet
material debris.
In the following sections the design principles are discussed_
then the development work conducted on nickel_ 1020 steel_ Ingot
Iron, and magnesium liners are presented.
Hyperbolic charge design. - As has been stated_ the purpose
of the hyperbolic design was to produce a steady - state pellet.
The conventional shaped charge liner produces a long jet which has
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a velocity gradient. As a result of the velocity gradient_ the jet
breaks up into a series of individual pellets after a period of
time (about i00 microseconds for a three inch diameter charge).
The leading element_ the jet tip_ has the greatest velocity and ex-
hibits no velocity gradient tending to segment it. It has been
pointed out already in a previous section that the jet tip must be
isolated (by using an inhibitor) from the rest of the jet in order
to utilize it as a meteoritic simulator. The majority of the con-
ical liner does not actually enter into the jet tip. Because of
the latter fact_ it was decided to attempt to design a shaped charge
which would produce a jet with no velocity gradient (steady-state
jet). Thus the whole jet_ and consequently the whole liner_ would
be utilized in the jet formation.
Steady-state design theory: The steady-state shaped charge
design was based on th_ well-known shaped charge theory developed
by Birkhoff_ MacDougall_ Pugh_ and Taylor (ref. 2). The theory
describes the process of jet formation for the case of a conical
liner surrounded by a cylindrical explosive charge. The cylindri-
cal explosive charge is detonated at some point above the liner
apex_ then as the detonation wave sweeps down along the metal
liner_ a jet is formed. A diagram of the jet formation process is
shown in Fig. 37. It is seen in Fig. 37 that the steady-state jet
formation process is described from the point of view of a labora-
tory coordinate system_ then from the point of view of a moving
coordinate system. The origin of the moving coordinate system is
located at the stagnation point_ the junction of the collapsing
liner material. The liner material flows into the stagnation re-
gion with a velocity V_ relative to the moving coordinate system
which moves with a velbcity VI. The velocity V_ is believed to be
an important parameter and _ discussed in a subsequent section of
the report. The pertinent shaped charge relations provided by the
steady-state theory are given below:
cos (_/2)
Vj = Vo (1)
sin (_/2)
Where
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V = Jet velocity
J
V ° = Collapse velocity of liner material
a = Half angle of conical liner
= Collapse angle of liner material
= 2 sin -I V o cos a
2 Ud
(2)
Where
Ud = Detonation rate of explosive
cos 1/2 (_-a)
= (3)
V! V° sin
Where
V = Stagnation point velocity
1
v2 = vj - vI (4)
Where
V2 = Liner wall flow velocity relative to moving coordinate
system
mj 1 - cos
m 2 (5)
Where
m
J
= Mass of jet
m = Mass of shaped charge liner
ms 1 + cos
m 2
(6)
Where
m
s
= Mass of slug
Equations i through 6 were derived under the =_ww_+_ _h_t.....
the jet formation process is a steady-state one. That is_ the
basic parameters _, Ud_ V o and _ are constant; therefore Vj, mj
and m s must remain constant throughout the whole collapse process.
It has already been pointed out that the jets produced by con-
ventional shaped charges (with conical liner) exhibit a velocity
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gradient. This is the reason for their large penetration into
steel targets. In order to explain this phenomenon Pugh,
Eichelberger, and Rostoker (ref. 3) developed a modification of the
original theory which takes into account the fact that variations
in the collapse velocity (V n) produce variations in the collapse
angle (9) with the end resuIt that both the jet velocity (Vj) and
jet mass (mj) vary along the jet length. For the conventional
case, the jet velocity decreases and the jet mass increases as the
formation process proceeds from liner apex to liner base.
As was stated above, the primary reason for the variation in
jet velocity is the variation in the collapse velocity of the
liner. Thus, if it is desired to produce a steady - state jet
then the requirements of the original steady-state shaped charge
theory must be met, i.e., the collapse velocity must remain con-
stant during the whole jet formation process.
The collapse velocity is a function of a basic parameter
called the C/M ratio. This number is the ratio of the explosive
charge weight divided by the liner wall weight for any section of
charge along the charge axis. The higher the C/_ ratio, the
greater will be the velocity (V o) given to the liner wall. It is
the variation of the C/M ratio along the liner axis, for a conven-
tional shaped charge design, which causes the collapse velocity to
vary. Thus, if it is desired to design a shaped charge which will
operate under steady-state conditions, it is necessary to insure
that the C/M ratio will remain constant along the liner axis.
It was decided to design a charge with a constant C/M ratio
where the external liner surface was conical. It was then assumed
that if the ratio of the charge cross-sectional area to the liner
cross-sectional area (measured in a plane perpendicular to the
liner axis) remained constant along the liner axis, then the C/M
ratio would be constant. It is shown in Appendix A that a hyper-
bolic surface on the interior of the liner, and on the exterior of
the explosive charge will meet the requirements.
Stsadv-state charge test: This design concept, which was de-
veloped on contract DA-33-O19-AMC-320(X) which was under the tech-
nical supervision of BRL, was first applied to a liner wfth a 40
degree angle and a two-inch diameter liner base. The charge de-
sign is shown in Fig. 38, and the liner design is shown in Fig. 39.
The liner is referred to as the 40 degree,.030 inch design, the
.030 value being the wall thickness at the liner base. All sub-
sequent designs are Peferred to in this manner. It is important
to note that the explosive charge surface was not made a true
hyperboloid. Since the required hyperbolic curve (which would
generate the hyperboloid surface) was fairly straight, it was ap-
proximated by a straight llne. Furthermore, the constant C/M
conditions are terminated at the internal apex of the liner.
The first tests were conducted with aluminum and copper liners.
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Test results are summarized in Table XI. Radiographs were made of
the liners during the collapse process and after the collapse pro-
cess was completed. A radiograph of a collapsing aluminum liner
is shown in Fig. 40. Notice that the jet and slug are cylindrical
in shape. This should necessarily follow for a steady-state jet
formation process for this liner design. The reason for this is
that the hyperbolic liner mass is constant for any cross-sectional
element of liner (with height equal to Ah) from the liner base up
to the internal apex. Therefore, at any instant of time during jet
formation equal amounts of liner material are approaching the stag-
nation point. It then follows from equations 2, 5, and 6 above
(assuming constant V_) that the amount of material going into jet
and slug is constant°at all times. Consequently, the jet and slug
must form cylinders. Actually_ non-steady-state effects are intro-
duced when the jetting begins and when it ends, because regardless
of how good the design is the process must start, then later stop.
It will be seen later that there are also other reasons for the in-
troduction of some non-steady-state effects in this design.
A radiograph of an aluminum liner after it has collapsed is
included in Fig. 40. The first view shows the jet after it has
been formed and just as it has begun to pull away from the slug
(note the necked-down region). The second view shows the jet after
8-inches of travel. It is seen that there is a line of non-steady-
state material behind the main jet (jet pellet). This material is
drawn out between the jet and slug as the two elements separate.
It was found with tests on copper and nickel jets that the amount
of non-steady-state material and its proximity to the main jet de-
pends on the liner material. Also, the disturbance at the rear of
the jet pellet is greater for copper and nickel than for aluminum.
Table XI indicates that the presence of the aluminum adaptor
plate (see Fig. 38) at the front end of the charge has an effect on
the jet pellet size. This is demonstrated in Fig. 41 where copper
jet pellets are shown. It is seen that the rear end of the pellet
is significantly affected by the presence or absence of the adaptor
plate. Since the presence of the adaptor tended to reduce the
amount of non-steady-state material between jet and slug, it was
decided to conduct all future tests with the adapter.
It was concluded that the steady-state charge design which
incorporated the hyperbolic liner was successful enough that an
attempt should be made to develop meteoritic simulator pellets
with it. _nese uev_±upm_1_ _ are des _a__ _n _h_q_nt ........_n-
tions.
Nickel liner studies. - It had already become apparent as a
result of the 23 degree liner studies that nickel appeared to be
much more prone to form a cohesive jet than iron. In view of this,
initial meteoritic simulator development tests were conducted with
nickel.
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The initial tests were very successful as a pellet of about
2 grams was produced with a velocity of about 9.5 km/sec. Subse-
quen_±y_ _es_s were conducted to evaluate liner apex design_
liner angle_ wall thickness_ and inhibitor effects. The inhibitor
tests were conducted in an attempt to more effectively isolate the
jet pellet from the non-steady-state material following it. The
various tests are described in the following sections.
Initial nickel liner test: The first attempt to form a steady-
state jet pellet from materials of interest to the meteoric simu-
lator program was made with nickel. The initial tests were conduc-
ted with a certain degree of confidence because it had already been
demonstrated that a good copper pellet had been formed and nickel
is similar to copper in its properties.
The charge design was identical to that shown in Fig. 38 ex-
cept for the substitution of nickel for copper as the liner mater-
ial. The data are given in Table XII. The liners were tested
with both composition B and octol explosives. The jets were radio-
graphed just after they were formed (as for aluminum and copper).
They were then radiographed after a travel of up to 72 - inches
from the liner base. (It should be noted that the radiographs
taken after 72 - inches travel are not later views of those pellets
radiographed just after the jet was formed. The tests must be con-
ducted at two different test sites, therefore separate shots are
required). Radiographs of pellets produced by composition B and
octol are shown in Fig. 42.
The nickel pellet produced by the composition B charge is
seen to be splitting at the front end after 44 - inches of travel.
The octol charge, however, produced a well-shaped pellet. The fact
that the octol charge produced a better pellet than composition B
might seem contrary to the results found on the 23 degree liner
program; however, this is a totally different design and the condi-
tions which exist at the stagnation region of the collapsing
liners where the jet is formed could be quite different.
It was decided that octol should be considered the primary
explosive for the 40 degree nickel liner in all future tests.
It will be seen later that composition B was also tested as vari-
ous cone angles and wall thicknesses were tested, and in some cases
it was the preferred explosive.
Liner apex study: The apex design incorporated in the first
hyperbolic liner (Fig. 39) was chosen intuitively from a knowledge
of the apex designs used for other shaped charge liners. As has
been stated previously, little effort has been expended in the past
toward studying the effect of shaped charge parameters on the jet
tip shape and jet tip integrity. Therefore, a test was conducted
where the effect of apex design on the jet was investigated.
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The variation in apex design was obtained simply by starting
with a sharp apex, then cutting it off to various heights. The
various designs tested are shown in Fig. 43 which gives the infor-
mation for this test and a separate test conducted with 1020 steel
liners. The design shown as type 2 and used as the control round
is the design which had already been tested with the materials
copper, aluminum, and nickel.
A summary of the test results is given in Table Xlll, and
radiographs of the jets produced are shown in Fig. 44. It was found
that only the control round and the design with the next shortest
apex produced good jet pellets, the others did not. It will be
shown in a later section of the report that similar results were
obtained with 1020 steel liners. This test program was not in-
tended to be an exhaustive one, thus, it is possible that other
apex variations might have produced acceptable jets also.
It was concluded that the original design, shown as type 2
in Fig. 43, should be used on all future tests.
Charge configuration study: It was pointed out previously
that while the conditions for a constant C/M ratio required a
charge exterior which is hyperbolic in shape, the actual design
tested only approximated this shape. This was done initially to
save the time and cost of making a special template. The design
worked very well, therefore, no effort was made to obtain a tem-
plate to make a true hyperbolic charge surface.
In designing a series of charges for testing hyperbolic liners
with different cone angles (discussed in the next section), the
question of charge configuration arose again. It is the nature
of the hyperbolic charge design such that a different external
charge configuration is required for each cone angle tested. It
was planned to test cone angles of 20, 30, and _0 degrees. Since
the straight line approximation (single taper) to the hyperbola
had worked well, it was decided again not to obtain special tem-
plates. However, it was planned to more closely approximate the
hyperbola by using two straight lines (double taper). A double
taper loading fixture was designed for each of the cone angles
listed above. This included the 40 degree design also because
it was desired to compare the existing single taper loading fix-
ture with the planned double taper loading fixture.
As it turned out, the single and double taper approximations
differed from the ideal curve more for the 40 degree design than
they did for the 20 and 30 degree designs. The difference be-
tween the curves are shown in Fig. 45 for the 40 degree liner de-
sign. Note that the single taper approximation, which resulted
in good jet pellets, is a relatively poor approximation to the
hyperbola compared to the double taper approximation. Loading
fixture drawings are shown in Figs. 46_ 46a, 46b, and 47.
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The first test with the double taper charge design was con-
ducted with the 30 degree liner. The results were surprising.
The jet was segmented into five major parts. As a consequence of
this a single taper loading fixture was designed (Fig. 46a) for
the 30 degree liner. Tests were then conducted with 30 and 40 deg.
liners comparing the effects of the single taper and double taper
charge designs. The results are illustrated in Figs. 48 and 49.
It is seen that for the case of the 40 degree liner the jet pellets
for the double taper charge segmented into two pieces_ while the
single taper charge results were good. For the 30 degree liner_
both charge geometries produced segmented pellets; however_ the
single taper charge produced the better of the two jets.
The question to be answered was_ why did the double taper
charge which more closely approximated the required hyperbola pro-
duce a worse pellet. In order to properly evaluate the results it
would be necessary to conduct tests with a charge which had a true
hyperbolic shape. Such a loading fixture was designed and the
template ordered; however, by the time the loading fixture was
available for tests a design had been chosen for calibration pur-
poses and further development tests were terminated.
It is still possible to conjecture as to the reasons for the
observed results. First_ it should be remembered that the hyper-
bolic curve was arrived at by the requirement that the C/M ratio
must remain constant. Secondly_ it is known that the impulse
given to the shaped charge liner depends on the presence and
relative positions of rarefaction waves in the gaseous explosion
products when the liner is being accelerated. This effect has
been studied by Eichelberger (ref. 4). Also_ Watson, et. al.(ref. 5) have shown (from slab geometry C/M ratio tests) that for
constant C/M cases_ as the metal plate diminishes from .125 inch
to .032 inch in thickness_ the velocity imparted to the metal by
the explosive increases by 25 per cent. Therefore_ since the
wall thickness of the hyperbolic liners has a variation over the
same range of values_ one might expect a similar variation in liner
collapse velocity due to this phenomenon.
Thus_ it appears that the constant C/M requirement for a
steady-state jet is probably modified by at least the two phenomena
discussed above and that the best charge configuration will prob-
ably deviate some from the hyperbolic form. The initial tests; as
has been stated_ were conducted with straight line approximations
to the hyperbola and they worked remarkably well. It appears that
the original decision to make a single taper approximation to the
hyperbolic curve for the explosive charge was a fortunate one.
It has been concluded that a constant C/M requirement for a
steady-state charge is valid for initial design studies_ but that
it may be necessary to modify the charge configuration somewhat to
achieve optimum results.
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Cone angle-wall thickness test: The major objective of the
Meteoritic Simulator Project is to achieve pellet velocities of
15 km/sec or greater (with the materials of interest). Since the
hyperbolic liner design was new, a program was planned to determine
the range of velocities which could be achieved with it.
Shaped charge experience shows that the way to increase jet
velocity is to decrease the cone angle, decrease the liner wall
thickness, and use a higher detonation rate explosive•
It was mentioned in a previous section that tests were plan-
ned with 20, 30, and 40 degree liners and that this was the reason
for the new loa_ing fixture designs. After it was discovered that
the loading fixture designs would probably not produce the best
results over the range of variables tested_ a decision had to be
made as to whether the tests should be conducted with the available
fixtures• It was decided to go ahead with the tests since the
only alternative would be to optimize the loading fixture design
for each cone angle_ and possibly for each liner wall thickness.
The objective of the program was to determine the velocities which
could be achieved with each design and the state of jet integrity
which resulted. The perturbing effect of the double taper config-
uration was to cause jet segmentation along the jet axis. It did
not appear to affect jet integrity otherwise• Thus_ if a given
design looked promising then the explosive charge configuration
could be optimized for that design•
The variables to be evaluated in the test program are listed
in the Table below. Drawings of double taper charge designs and
liners are shown in Figs. _0, _Oa_ _l, _la, _2, _2a and 52b. The
test results are summarized in Table XIV. A study of the test data
has provided the following observations:
Cone Angle
(Degrees)
4O
3O
2O
Wall Thickness
(inches)
• 010, .020, .030
.020
•020
Explosive
Comp. B_ Octol
Comp. B_ Octol
Comp. B, Octol
Loading Fixture_
S.T._ D.T._ Cyl.
S.T. _ D.T.
D. T. _ Cyl.
S.T. - Single Taper_ D.T. - Double Taper_ Cyl. - Cylindrical
i. For the case of the 40 ° liners (neglecting cylindrical
charge results) cast with octol, the velocities ranged in sequence
(9.1 km/sec, 10.O km/sec, 10.7 km/sec) as the liner wall thickness
at the base decreased in the sequence (.030-in., .020-in., .OlO-in.).
The .030-in. liners produced good pellets when the charges were
single taper• The .O20-in. liners produced pellets which were
broken into segments for both single taper and double taper charges.
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The .OiO-in. liner produced jets either highly fragmented, or in the
process of fragmentation when radiographed. Radiographs of the jets
are shown in Fig. 53. In viewing these jets it should be kept in
mind that the charge configuration can probably be improved for the
.020-in. and .OlO-in. wall liner. Even for the .OlO-in. wall liner,
the jet particles are cohesive, although the jet is segmented.
In terms of the above discussion, it is felt that it should be
possible to produce a good lO km/sec pellet with the 40 ° , .O20-in.
wall liner. It might also be possible to produce a 10.7 km/sec pel-
let with the .OlO-in. wall liner.
2. The velocities achieved with the 30 ° liner ranged from 9.81
km/sec, obtained with comp. B, to ll.O km/sec which was obtained
with octol charges. Radiographs of the latter charges are shown
in Fig. _4. It is seen for the single taper charge that although
the jet is fragmenting the pellet material appears solid. Therefore,
it is believed that a solid ll.O km/sec jet pellet may be obtained
with the 30 ° , .O30-in. wall liner with further development.
3. The 20 ° liners produced velocities from ll.O km/sec to a
velocity greater than ll.9 km/sec. The latter jet velocity could
only be estimated because the leading surface of the jet was off
the film. The jets were not cohesive. Radiographs of the jets
from rounds 812-11 and 812-12 are shown in Fig. 55. At is seen that
the jets are undergoing a severe radial expansion. Furthermore, the
state of the jet material is greatly different from that seen on
the previous tests. It appears to be either fragmented into minute
particles or possibly in a semi-liquid state.
4. The effect of a cone angle can be seen by comparing the
radiographs of pellets produced by 30 ° and 20 ° liners which had the
same jet velocity. Rounds 832-9 and 812-11 are shown in Fig. 56.
The 30 ° liner was tested with octol and the 20 ° liner was tested
with comp. B. The C/M ratios are slightly different (5.5 for the
30 ° liner and 5.1 for the 20 ° liner) due to the difference in den-
sity of comp. B and octol. The resultant jet velocities were almost
identical, yet, the nature of the jet material is quite different.
The 30 ° jet is on the borderline of forming a coherent jet while
the 20 ° jet is destroying itself through severe radial expansion.
No direct comparison can be made with any of the tapered charge
40 ° liners because a velocity of ll.O km/sec was not achieved. How-
ever, one of the 40 ° liners cast in a cylindrical charge (Fig. 57,
Round 832-12) produced a two-piece jet of cohesive material with a
velocity of 10.79 km/sec. Neither of the two jets (produced by the
30 ° and 40 ° liners) described as cohesive would be acceptable in
that they are deteriorating with travel; however, it is believed
that the important point to be considered is that for the same vel-
ocity level the larger angle liners produced cohesive jet material
while the small angle liner did not.
In view of the possible perturbing effects caused by charge
geometry, no definite conclusions can be drawn regarding the pos-
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!sibility of the various designs forming an acceptable pellet.
However, it is felt that if the jet material produced by a given
design was cohesive but segmented, then it should be possible to
modify the charge design to produce an acceptable pellet. Also, it
is believed that important information was gained in the observed
relationship between the jet velocity and cone angle, and the condi-
tion of the jet material. (This relationship is discussed further
in terms of shaped charge theory in another section of this report.)
Inhibiting techniques: An extensive series of tests were con-
ducted in an effort to develop an inhibiting technique for the hy-
perbolic liner design. The purpose of the inhibitor, as has been
stated previously, is to isolate the steady-state jet. There is
relatively little material following the jet pellet for the hyper-
bolic liner design in comparison with a conventional shaped charge;
however, the amount that does exist is undesireable. The non-steady-
state material originates between the slug and the steady-state jet.
As the jet pulls away from the slug, material is drawn out between
jet and slug. This material then breaks into a number of small seg-
ments with velocities which vary between the jet velocity and the
slug velocity.
Since the hyperbolic liner is not a conventional design it was
not possible to use directly the inhibitor technique developed by
BRL. 0nly a portion of the conventional shaped charge liner is in-
volved in forming the jet tip while the whole liner enters into the
formation of the steady-state jet produced by the hyperbolic liner.
The first tests were conducted with a BRL type of inhibitor;
however, instead of placing the inhibitor up inside the liner, it
was placed at the liner base attached to the adaptor plate. The
initial tests were not successful, but they were encouraging. Mod-
ifications of the initial design did result in what appears to be a
successful inhibiting technique.
After the initial tests were conducted with the BRL type in-
hibitor, a series of inhibiting techniques were tried including re-
finements of the BRL type. The three most promising techniques
were then evaluated further. The inhibitor program was conducted
with both nickel and 1020 steel liners. The tests are described in
the following sections.
i. Preliminary tests with BRL type inhibitor -- The BRL type
inhibitor has already been described. It has also been stated that
a direct a cation of the design uo_±u _iuo _ _,_j .........
hyperbolic liner designs. Instead of inserting the Lucite unit
into the liner it was decided to place the unit forward of the
liner base. The first design tested is shown in Figs. 58 and 58a.
A radiograph showing the effect on the nickel jet is shown in Fig.
59. It is seen that the inhibitor caused a disturbance at the rear
of the jet pellet which ultimately destroyed it, as is seen in the
second view.
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It was concluded that the design over-inhibited the jet and
that for the next test the conical section of the inhibitor should
be removed. This design and a number of other inhibiting techniques
were evaluated in the following test program.
2. Inhibiting techniques study -- A series of possible in-
hibiting techniques were evaluated in an effort to obtain one which
produced a minumum effect on the resultant jet pellet. Five designs
were tried. They are described below:
a. A 90 degree circumferential groove cut .020 inch deep into
the liner wall at various distances from the liner base.
b. Reduction of the interior liner wall to .O15 inch, start-
ing at the liner base and extending .188 and .438 inch toward the
apex.
c. Recessing of the liner into the explosive by .184, .444,
and .528 inches. This was done by reducing the liner height from
the base end by the amount of the recess.
d. Use of a heavy insert at the liner base to interrupt the
collapse process. Two different designs were tested. They were
.168 and .428 inch in height.
e. A Lucite inhibitor (BRL type) positioned just forward of
the liner base. Hole diameters of .375 and .625 inch were tested.
The tests were conducted with both nickel and 1020 steel liners.
It will be shown later that the 1020 steel jets are not stable. They
begin to fragment after about six inches of travel. However, it was
felt that since the jet remained intact for the first few inches of
travel, differences in the inhibiting methods could be evaluated.
The test results are summarized in Table XV and a composite
set of radiographs of the resultant jets is shown in Fig. 60. In
evaluating the designs the condition of the jet for each type in-
hibitor was compared to the jet produced by the uninhibited liner
shown at the left in Fig. 60. Also_ the amount of material lying
between the jet and slug was examined. If the inhibitor appeared
to diminish the amount of material between jet and slug while not
severely affecting the jet_ it was considered a candidate for
further evaluation.
It was concluded that the Lucite inhibitor_ the grooved design_
and the metal insert design should be tested further. In regard to
the latter design, it was decided to achieve a similar effect by
including a heavy skirt at the liner base rather than by use of the
metal insert; therefore, further tests were conducted with the
skirted design rather than with the metal insert.
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3. Grooved liner and Lucite inhibi½revalu_ion -- In view of
the results described above, a test program was set up to evaluate
various hole designs in the Lucite inhibitor and various groove
positions for the groove design. These tests were conducted with
nickel liners only. The results are listed in Table XVI and a com-
posite set of radiographs is shown in Fig. 61.
Notice the increase in jet length as the hole size in the
Lucite is increased and correspondingly, as the groove position
approaches the liner base. Both types of _nhibitor produced a
disturbance at the rear end of the pellet. A study of the films
showing the region between the pellet and slug revealed that the
Lucite type inhibitor tended to reduce the amount of non-steady-
state material between jet and slug more effectively. However, it
was judged that the groove-type inhibitor produced a better pellet.
Shortly after the results described became available, a decision
was made at a joint meeting of NASA, BRL, and Firestone personnel
to calibrate the 40 degree .030 inch wall hyperbolic liner using
nickel as the liner material. It was also decided to use the
groove type of inhibitor design, specifically the design shown as
item 4 in Fig. 61. See Fig. 61a for details of the groove.
The calibration results are presented in Part II of this
report. It was found that when tested in vacuum (40 microns pres-
sure) from 1/3 to 1/2 of the pellet split from the rear, then broke
off (see fig. 62) thus shortening the pellet and introducing un-
wanted debris around it. This reduced the nickel pellet mass
to about 1 gram. In trying to explain why this effect was not
observed in air_ it was concluded that the pressure exerted by
aerodynamic forces prevented the rear segments from moving radi-
ally and breaking off.
4. Skirted liner design - This design was an extension of the
metal insert design which has already been discussed. It was felt
that if a portion of the liner wall of the base section of the hy-
perbolic liner were thickened, a result similar to that observed
for the metal insert design would be obtained. It was further
postulated that since the heavier base would be an integral part
of the liner, the inhibiting process might occur with less dis-
turbance to the rear of the pellet. The skirted liner design is
shown in Fig. 63. It is seen that the effective cone angle is
increased for the skirted portion of the liner. It is known from
shaped charge experience that both the increased angle and thicker
wall would have the effect of slowing down the jet formed by the
skirted portion of the liner. Thus, a severe velocity gradient
would result and hopefully, a clean separation of the main jet and
the non-steady-state material would occur.
The results are given in Table XVII and radiographs comparing
the best skirted liner with a non-inhibited liner are shown in Fig.
64. The skirted liner which produced the pellet shown in Fig. 64
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is the heavier of the two designs shown in the drawing in Fig. 63.
It is seen that the hoped for reduction of disturbance at the
rear of the pellet was achieved. The rear of the pellet is rounded
rather than frayed as is the case for the uninhibited design. It
may be possible that such a design would not show any degradation
(as did the other inhibitor designs when tested in a vacuum) since
no incipient fracture appears to have occurred during the inhibiting
process.
There is one bad effect observed. The non-steady-state par-
ticles behind the jet pellet are larger in size than for other
inhibitor designs tested. This is of course not desireable;
however_ further design modification may eliminate this effect.
No further tests were conducted with other designs because de-
velopment work had to be terminated at this point on the project.
It is believed that any further effort to produce a meteoritic sim-
ulator with shaped charges should include further evaluation of
this design.
1020 steel liner study. - Tests had been conducted with 1020
steel liners in both the 23 degree and 30 degree conical designs.
The 23 degree liners did not produce a cohesive jet. The 30 degree
liner produced cohesive jets only when an inhibitor was included in
the charge assembly.
In view of the importance of an iron pellet to the Meteoritic
Simulator Program, extensive tests were planned with iron hyperbolic
liners as soon as they were found to work for aluminum and cop-
per. The initial test was an apex study (similar to the one con-
ducted for nickel), using octol as the explosive. It was found that
cohesive pellets were not formed. A second test was then conducted
to evaluate the effect of the explosives composition B and TNT.
These materials did not produce cohesive jets either. The remaining
1020 steel liners were then used to conduct inhibitor studies for
the nickel liner program.
_: The apex study tests were conducted with the same
basic _iner designs which was tested successfully with the mate-
rials aluminum, copper, and nickel. It was a 40 degree, .030-in.
wall liner. The designs tested are shown in Fig. 43. All charges
were loaded with octol explosive.
The results are summarized in Table XVIII. Radiographs of the
jets taken shortly after the jets were formed, then again after
about eight inches of travel are shown in Fig. 65. A radiograph
of the jet for the liner with the greatest truncation (type 5-Fig.
43) is not shown because a good radiograph was not obtained.
It is seen that the jet appears to be cohesive in the first
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view_ but that it is degrading in the second view which was taken
after about eight inches additional travel. The degree of pellet
degradation is illustrated in Fig. 66 where the jet produced by one
of the liners (type 1-Fig. 43) is shown after about _3-in- travel.
All of the designs tested showed this same type of degradation. It
was concluded that none of the apex varieties produced an accept-
able Jet.
Composition B and TNT tests: The 1020 steel liner material
was tested with the explosives Composition B and TNT. Sharp apex
liners were used. The test data are given in Table XIX. Radio-
graphs in fig. 67 show that the je_ were degrading after about six-
inches travel from the liner base. The TNT - produced jet looked
poor even in the first view. A radiograph taken of the composi-
tion B - produced jet_ after 7_-in. travel showed the type of frag-
mentation which was found to be typical for the 1020 steel liners.
It was concluded that a cohesive jet could not be formed from the
hyperbolic liner design as it existed.
Ingot Iron liner studies. - In view of the difficulty experi-
enced in achieving a coherent jet with 1020 steel_ it was decided
to investigate Ingot Iron and type 304 stainless steel. It is a
fact of shaped charge experience that some materials tend to form
good jets while others do not. The decision to test other "irons"
was based simply on the desire to gain information concerning the
jet-forming capability of iron materials.
The preliminary tests showed that Ingot Iron had a greater
tendency to form a cohesive jet than 1020 steel_ while the 304
stainless material was even less prone to form a jet. Further
investigations were then conducted with Ingot Iron. Results of
the various tests are described below:
Ingot Tron - 304 stainless steel test: The liner design for
this ma_rials test was the standard 40 degree_ .03b-in. wall liner.
All of the liners were cast in composition B except for one type
304 stainless steel liner which was cast with octol. The data are
given in Table XX.
The results were surprising. Out of four Ingot Iron liners
tested_ two formed cohesive jets while two formed jets which were
segmented_ but were not degraded to the same degree that the 1020
steel _ts had been. Radiographs of the jets are shown in Fig. 68.
The implication was that Ingot Iron was more prone to form a co-
hesive jet than 1020 steel_ but that the process was borderline.
The stainless steel liners proved to be poorer than the 1020
steel liners. Radiographs of composition B - and octol - produced
jets are shown in Fig. 69. The jet material is seen to be under-
going a radial expansion_ the effect being much greater for the
octol charge.
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It was concluded that Ingot Iron showed more promise as a
shaped charge liner material than did 1020 steel. It was further
concluded that it would be necessary to modify the charge design
in an attempt to produce a consistently good jet pellet.
Ingot Iron liner C/M ratio test: There had been an indication
throughout the whole meteoritic simulator development program that
there was some relationship between jet velocity and jet integrity.
(The idea is discussed further in terms of shaped charge theory in
a following section of this report). Since the Ingot Iron jets
were found to be borderline in regard to jet integrity_ it was de-
cided to evaluate this concept.
The simplest way to reduce the jet velocity is to reduce the
C/M ratio. This can be done by reducing the explosive charge
radius_ or by keeping the same charge design and increasing the
liner wall thickness. Both approaches were taken. The standard
40 degree_ .030-in. wall liner was cast in a charge with reduced
dimensions. See Fig. 46b for the loading fixture drawing. For the
other method of reducing the C/M ratio_ a liner (Fig. 70) was
designed which has a .O40-in. wall thickness at the liner base.
Tests which were conducted included standard Ingot Iron liner
charges to be used as controls. The results summarized in Table
XXI include tests of both the standard and reduced C/M design in
vacuum and the results obtained with a few 1020 steel liners tested
with the .040-in. wall.
The standard design (40 degree_ .030-in. wall) again proved to
be borderline; one of the pellets was segmented and one was not.
The reduced charge design produced pellets which were greatly im-
proved over the standard design as shown by the radiographs in Fig.
71.
The increased liner wall design (40 degree_ .O40-in. wall)
produced jets which appear to be stable; however_ they are greatly
reduced in size. The Ingot Iron jets and the 1020 steel jets (same
liner design) are compared in Fig. 72. It is seen that they have
the same general shape_ however_ the 1020 steel jets appear to be
less stable than the Ingot Iron jets.
It is believed that the reduced C/M design shows promise_
however_ it is not possible to come to a definite conclusion re-
garding the significance of the test because of the limited number
of charges tested. No further work was done on this design because
development work on the project was terminated at this point.
Magnesium liner tests. - Magnesium was investigated as a
liner material for the hyperbolic liner design. Tests were con-
ducted with 40 degree_ .030-in. and 40 degree_ .O40-in. wall liners.
The charges were cast in the loading fixture which produced a re-
3O
duced charge size. The use of composition B (instead of the more
energetic octol), and use of the smaller explosive charge was in-
tended to limit the jet velocity. It was felt that the C/M value
would be high for magnesium (due to low natural density), and since
there was evidence that the problems with jet integrity tended to
occur at high jet velocities, it would be best to start with the
low velocity system first. Tests were conducted both in air and in
vacuum. One of the charges for each liner wall thickness was radi-
ographed just after the collapse process had been completed. The
radiographs showed well formed jets at this point. The mass listed
in Table XXII was determined from these radiographs. The radio-
graphs of the two jets are shown in Fig. 73.
Note that the mass is very high (2.5 grams) considering that
the liner material is magnesium. The jet pellets produced by cop-
per liners of the same design and cast with composition B were
just over two grams. The higher mass for the magnesium liner was
due to the high C/M ratio_ this caused the collapse angle to be
larger which in turn caused a greater proportion of the liner ma-
terial to enter the jet. In fact it can be seen in Fig. 73 that
jet and slug are almost equal in diameter for the .O30-in. wall
liner.
Tests were also conducted where the jets were radiographed
after long travel in air and vacuum. The results are included in
Table XXII. Radiographs taken of the jets after longer travel are
not included in the report because they would not have reproduced
well. The following observations were made:
1. The jets exhibited some radial expansion after long travel
both in air and in vacuum.
2. The jets showed a greater degree of expansion in vacuum
than in air.
3. The liner with the .O40-in. wall, which has the lower C/M
ratio of the two designs and therefore the lower velocity, produced
the better looking jet under every condition tested.
4. The jet pellets produced jet type penetration in llOO-O
aluminum targets after 32 inches travel in air.
It is concluded that the jets produced were slightly unstable
and degraded as they traveled through air or vacuum. However, the
jets appeared to be on the borderline of stability, and it is pos-
sible that a stable jet could be formed with a few design changes.
Conclusions. - It was concluded that the hyperbolic liner
design can be used in the development of meteoric simulators. It
forms a cylindrical shaped jet which can be formed to the desired
L/D ratio (L/D_5).. There is a tendency for the jet to be dis-
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turbed at the rear, however, this is also true of inhibited jets
produced by conventional liners. Furthermore, it is believed that
with further development a jet can be produced which does not ex-
hibit this disturbance. The skirted liner design which has been
discussed indicates this.
Analysis of Test Results
During the course of the meteoritic simulator project, tests
were conducted with conical liners as well as the newly developed
hyperbolic liner designs. In attempting to achieve higher jet
velocities the liner cone angles were decreased, the liner wall
thickness was reduced and high detonation rate explosives were
employed. Higher jet velocities were obtained; however, diffi-
culties were experienced with jet integrity as the jet velocity
increased.
The following observations were made in regard to jet integ-
rity:
i. Coherent nickel jet material was observed at velocities
as high as ll km/sec, however, the jet tip began to fragment for
some designs as the jet velocity was increased beyond 10 km/sec.
2. Nickel jet material was observed at velocities as high as
12 km/sec, but the jet material was in a fine dust-like state and
was expanding radially.
3. Coherent 1020 steel and iron jets were observed at 8.5
km/sec; however, no stable jets were observed at 9 km/sec.
4. The 1020 steel jets were observed at velocities as high
as 10.5 km/sec_ but the jet material was in the dust-like state
and expanding radially.
5. There was some indication that jet integrity was related
to cone angle, that is, nickel jets produced by 20 degree, 30 degree,
and 40 degree hyperbolic liners were observed at velocities near ll
km/sec.. The jets were observed to be non-cohesive, borderline, and
cohesive for the 20 degree, 30 degree, and 40 degree liners re-
spectively. The implication is that for a given jet velocity, the
larger cone angle produces the jet under more favorable conditions.
The results listed above indicate that a problem was encountered
in trying to produce a cohesive jet pellet above a certain velocity
level. Furthermore_ the jet integrity appears to be related to
cone angle as well as velocity. It was also observed that the dif-
ficulty encountered in achieving jet integrity began at a lower
velocity level for iron that it did for nickel.
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An attempt has been made to rationalize the above observations
in terms of shaped charge theory. The problem of Jet integrity has
been discussed previously by Walsh, et. al. (ref. 6), and Eichelberger
(ref. 7) among others. These people have related the problem to
the flow velocity (V 2 ) of the liner material into the stagnation
region. This parameter has be_n discussed previously and is shown
In Fig. 37.
The basic papers on shaped charges (refs.2,3) consider the metal
flow (V2) to be incompressible for purposes of convenience, and the
resulting theory describes the gross aspects of the Jet formation
very well. However, from other considerations it is known that for
a more detailed analysis the metal flow (V_) must be treated as a
compressible flow problem. Once this is a_cepted, then immediately
the velocity of sound of the liner material becomes important be-
cause if V 2 exceeds the speed of sound in the liner material, then
a shock wave is set up in the "stream" of metal. Furthermore, it
has been postulated (ref.6) that _theshock is of sufficient strength,
then the shock wave will be located right at the stagnation point
and no cohesive Jet will form.
It is interesting to consider the various combinations of
parameters which can cause the metal flow velocity (V2) to equal or
exceed the speed of sound in the liner material. Since we are pri-
marily concerned with a steady-state Jet (constant C/M charge or
Jet tip from conventional liner), the steady-state Jet theory (ref. 2)
can be used to describe the relationship between the various para-
meters. Using the shaped charge relationships shown earlier in
this report it can be shown that
vj
V 2 = m
2
__
tan (a12)
Vj
cot(a/2)--- cota
Ud
(7)
where V2 is the velocity under discussion, Vj is the Jet _loclty,
a is the liner half-angle and U d is the explosive detonation rate.
Thus, it is seen that for a given Jet velocity (Vj), the metal flow
velocity (V_) can be varied by changing the cone angle @a)or the
detonation Gate (Ud). A family of curves for various values of Vj
have been determined from equation (7) and are plotted in Fig. 74.
Note that the sound velocities for nickel and iron have been added
for reference.
In examining the curves of Fig. 74 it must be realized that all
of the points indicated may not be physically possible. The curves
simply say that if it is possible to achieve a given Jet velocity
(Vj) with a liner of cone angle (2a) and with an explosive of
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detonation rate (Ud) , then the flow velocity V 2 must have existed.
The latter conclusion of course depends on how well the steady-
state shaped charge theory describes the process.
One of the interesting points immediately observed is that for
a given jet velocity (Vj), the metal flow velocity (V 2) decreases
as the cone angle increases and to a lesser extent V2 decreases as
the detonation rate decreases. Thus, if there is reason to believe
that a problem area is encountered when V2 exceeds the velocity of
sound in the liner material, then it would be reasonable to attempt
to achieve the jet velocity desired by utilizing a larger angle
cone whose C/M has been increased (primarily by thinning the liner
walll to give the required jet velocity. There are_ of course,
physical limitations to what kind of jet velocities can be achieved.
An indication of what might be obtained was demonstrated at BRL
where in excess of l0 km/sec was obtained utilizing a 42
degree conical copper liner. The usual velocities achieved are
about 8.0 km/sec.
In order to determine the significance of equation 7_ a
series of values of Vo were calculated for a number of shaped
charge designs which have been tested on the meteoritic simulator
project. V2 was then divided by the velocity of sound for the
given liner material which results in a value (V2/C) analogous to
Mach number for gases.
The results are given in Table XXIII. It is seen that a trend
is exhibited whereby the jet pellets related to the lower values of
the ratio V2/C are cohesive and the jets related to the higher
value of Vo7C are not. Good jet pellets were formed from charges
with an associated value of V2/C greater than l, however_ there is
a tendency for the condition of the jet material to become pro-
gressively worse as V2/C increases. Since most of the values of
V2/C are near 1 it is not possible to come to any definite conclu-
slon concerning the significance of the liner sound velocity as
related to the value V2.
The following are possible alternative conclusions which might
be drawn.from the above:
i. The velocity (V 2) can exceed the velocity of sound in the
liner material without affecting the jet.
2. The velocity (Vo) cannot exceed the velocity of sound in
the liner material $ithout affecting the jet; however, the
steady-state relations do not accurately enough describe the
relationship between V2, Vj, _ and U d.
3. The velocity (V 2) cannot exceed the velocity of sound in
3_
the liner material without affecting the jet; however_ the
effect is not abrupt in that it increases gradually over a
transition region.
4. The velocity (Vp) cannot exceed the velocity of sound
without affecting t_e jet; however_ the latter value is not
well known under the conditions of liner collapse and jet
formation.
Although there is not enough evidence to allow a definite
conclusion_ the test data do indicate that some critical con-
dition begins to occur for combinations of shaped charge parameters
which produce jet velocities above a given level for a given mate-
rial. It is believed that in any future work the concept of
achieving the desired velocity with larger cone angles should be
investigated.
Exploratory Test Programs
Tests were conducted during the course of the Meteoritic
Simulator Program for the purpose of evaluating design concepts.
One of these was a constant C/M charge which was intended to produce
a jet with a reverse velocity gradient_ i.e._ the rear end of the
jet has a greater velocity than the front end. Another was to
evaluate the effect of thinning the liner walls on the jet tip
velocity for a 30 degree conical liner. Finally_ a 42 degree
conical liner was studied to evaluate the effect of larger cone
angles on Ingot Iron jets.
The tests conducted were only preliminary in nature and are
described briefly in the following sections.
Parabolic liner study. - An attempt was made to design a
shaped charge which could accelerate a jet to velocities in excess
of that which had been achieved with conventional and hyperbolic
liner designs. The concept of constant C/M ratio was again used.
It was decided to design a liner with exterior and interior
surfaces which could be generated by a parabolic curve. The
parabolic curves for the inside and outside of the liner were
identical in shape; the curve describing the inside surface was
simply displaced with respect to the outside curve. This gave a
liner wall thickness which progressively became thinner from
liner apex to liner base. It can be shown that this arrangement
caused the cross-sectional area (measured in a plan_ perpendicular
to the liner apex) to be constant along the liner axis_ as it was
for the hyperbolic liner design. The explosive charge surface
was also generated by the same parabolic curve which was displaced
relative to the liner. The cross-sectional area between the charge
and liner surface would then be constant also. Thus_ the C/M ratio
for the design was constant in the same sense that the C/M ratio
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was constant for the hyperbolic liner design.
The main difference between this design and the hyperbolic
liner design was that the external surface was curved which meant
that there would be no constant cone angle. If one considers the
angle formed by the tangent to the parabola at any point as the
instantaneous cone half-angle_ then it can be seen that the cone
angle will continuously decrease as the detonation wave sweeps
from the liner apex to liner base. Since the C/M ratio would be
constant (causing a constant collapse velocity V o) and the cone
angle would be decreasing, the velocity of the jet elements enter-
ing the jet would increase as the jet formation process proceeded
from liner apex to liner base. Then after the jet formation is
completed the rear end of the jet would be moving faster than the
front, causing a reverse velocity gradient. The jet would tend
to shorten as it traveled, due to the velocity gradient.
The purpose of the design was to attempt to obtain a momentum
exchange between the rear of the jet and the slower moving front.
In other words_ it was hoped that the relatively slow cohesive jet
front would be accelerated by the faster moving jet rear which
probably would not be in a cohesive state.
Parabolic liners with base wall thickness of .040 and .060-
inches were designed. The .040-inch design is shown in Fig. 75.
The loading fixture design which shows the outline of a liner in
place is shown in Fig. 76. Tests were conducted with copper
liners and the explosives composition B and octol. The data are
summarized in Table F_XIV. A radiograph of the jet produced by
the .040-inch liner and octol is shown in Fig. 77. A study of
the radiographs indicates that a reverse velocity gradient was
produced; however, as is seen in Fig. 77 the resultant jets were
not cohesive.
It was concluded that although the charges tested did not
produce stable jets, the basic design is worthy of further study.
It is believed that further tests should be conducted with this
design in order to establish more positively the existence of the
reverse velocity gradient and the difference in velocity between
the front and rear of the jet. A study of this design may provide
useful information regarding the jet formation process.
Thirty degree nickel liner study. - A limited test was
conducted for the purpose of evaluating the effect of thin liner
wall@ on nickel jets from 30 degree conical liners. The basic
design was the 30 degree liner used for inhibitor studies which
has been discussed in a previous section.
Calibration tests were conducted on this design by Firestone
under contract NAS 1-4187. The liner wall thickness evaluated
was .090-inches and the explosive charge was composition B. It
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was found that a nominal jet tip velocity of 8.5 km/sec was obtained.
For the tests being described, liners with wall thickness of
.045 and .060-inch were tested with composition B as the explosive.
It was found that jet velocities of 9.51 and 8.99 km/sec respec-
tively were obtained for the two wall thicknesses. The jet tips
were cohesive and generally well formed except for some curvature
of the front end.
It was concluded that the 30 degree nickel liner is capable
of producing a cohesive jet tip at velocities as high as 9.51 km/
sec. Further tests with thinner liner walls might produce
cohesive jets at higher velocities.
Forty-two degree Ingot Iron liner study. - A 42 degree liner
with spitback tube was designed and tested with Ingot Iron as the
liner material. The purpose was to determine whether the larger
angle liner would be more prone to form a cohesive jet than 30
degree liners which had been tested. Liner wall thicknesses of
.050 and .065-inch were evaluated with composition B as the
explosive.
The liners were tested with and without BRL type imhibitors.
All of the jets observed were fragmented; however, the degree of
jet integrity appeared to be greater than for those produced by
uninhibited 30 degree liners. The velocities recorded ranged from
8.24 to 8.63 km/sec, with the higher velocities being obtained
from the thinner wall liners. The jets from the .065-inch wall
liners showed a greater degree of jet integrity than those from
the .050-inch wall liners.
It was concluded that tests with thicker wall liners and an
adjustment of the inhibitor height would result in a well-formed
cohesive jet pellet.
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CONCLUSIONS
During the course of the meteoritic simulator program, tests
were conducted with the materials 1020 steel, Ingot Iron, nickel
and magr_sium. These materials were tested in shaped charge
designs which included 23 degree and 30 degree conical liners as
well as a newly developed design referred to as the hyperbolic
liner•
In reviewing the results of the various test programs the
following observations have been made:
io Cohesive nickel jet pellets were observed at velocities
up to ll km/sec.
• In one case a nickel jet with a velocity estimated to
be 12 km/sec was observed but the jet material was not
in a cohesive form; it was in the form of very small
particles which were expanding radially.
•
The materials 1020 steel and Ingot Iron were observed
as cohesive jet pellets at a nominal velocity of 8.5
km/sec when produced by 30 degree conical liners which
had been assembled with inhibitors. These same materials
did not produce cohesive jets when tested without
inhibitors.
4o Ingot Iron jet pellets produced by hyperbolic liners
were found to be cohesive in the velocity range 8.0
to 8.5 km/sec. The jet integrity was borderline when
the velocity was 8.5 km/sec, i.e., for some shots the
pellets were seen to be degrading with travel, for
others they were not.
_o Jet velocities as high as i0._ km/sec were observed for
the material 1020 steel when tested in the 23 degree
conical liner design; however, the material was not
cohesive. The jet material was in the form of very
small particles which were expanding radially.
• There was an indication that Ingot Iron is more prone
to form a cohesive jet than 1020 steel. This trend was
observed with 30 degree conical liners as well as 40
degree hyperbolic liners.
• Magnesium jet material was observed in the velocity
range 9.4 to lO.O km/sec. The jet material was border-
line in regard to jet iJ_tegrity, with the lower velo-
city material appearing more cohesive.
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There was evidence that_ for a given velocity_ cohesive
jet material is more prone to be formed by a large
angle liner rather than a small angle liner. This can
be explained in terms of steady-state shaped charge
theory if one accepts the assumption that the liner wall
flow velocity (V 2) is a critical parameter and that
problems with jet integrity begin when V2 becomes greater
than the sound velocity of the liner material•
Reproducibility of the jet pellet in terms of size and
shape was found to be a major problem• Because of the
requirement for isolating the jet pellet from non-steady
material which normally follows it_ various inhibiting
techniques were used. The inhibiting process generally
tends to disturb the rear end of the pellet. The
disturbance prop•gates toward the front of the pellet
and affects its final size and shape• Furthermore_ as
a result of the disturbance at the pellet rear_ jet
material is deposited around the pellet in the form of a
cloud of debris.
It was found to be very important to conduct tests in
vacuum (40 microns air pressure) because pellet degra-
dation was observed to be greater in vacuum than it was
in air. The nickel jet pellet for which a calibration
program was conducted (reported in Part II of this
report) looked much better when observed in air than
it did subsequently in vacuum• It was found in vacuum
that 1/3 to 1/2 of the rear of the pellet tended to
split into segments which moved radially outward. This
was not observed to the same degree in air. Apparently
aerodynamic forces prevent the radial expansion _" the
segments.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
There are two major problems to be solved in developing
better meteoritic simulators from shaped charges. One is to
accelerate the jet to the high velocities desired and the second
is to perfect a shaped charge design which will give reproducible
jet pellets with a minimum of jet debris surrounding or follow-
ing them. It is believed that in any future development program
both problems should be attacked simultaneously.
The following areas of investigation are recommended:
i. Conduct inhibitor development tests in an attempt
to reduce the disturbance produced at the rear of the jet pellet
by the inhibiting process. It is felt that the hyperbolic
skirted liner design is a good design to start with.
2. Investigate the effect of metallurgical properties on
the jet, i.e., determine definitely whether Ingot Iron forms a
better jet than 1020 steel. Also_ determine whether a more pure
form of nickel (such as nickel 270) is better than nickel 200
which was used almost exclusively on this project. The effect
of crystal size and material hardness should be evaluated
because there was some indication during this development prog-
ram that unannealed liner material might be better than annealed
material.
3. Optimize the explosive charge and liner geometry to
produce more stable pellets. There is ample evidence that jet
pellets produced by both conical liner designs and hyperbolic
liner designs tend to segment. It is believed that improved
jet stability can be accomplished for the hyperbolic liner
designs by adjusting the explosive charge geometry near the liner
apex.
4. Investigate the concept of using larger angle liners
for producing the desired jet velocity. If this should prove to
be a proper approach then it should be possible to increase the
velocities at which cohesive jet material is formed for the
existing designs.
It is further recommended that vacuum tests be conducted
at the earliest possible date when evaluating a new design.
Although gross jet characteristics can be determined with
atmospheric tests_ the effect of vacuum should be determined
prior to finalizing any design for calibration.
4O
APPENDIX A
DEVELOPMENTOF HYPERBOLICCURVECRITERION
FOR BOTH LINER AND CHARGEFOR
CONSTANTC/M CHARGEDESIGN
Appendix A
Determine the curve which will generate a surface inside a conical
liner such that the cross sectional area will remain constant
along the liner axis.
Represent the lines which will generate the conical surface and
the interior surface in the x, y plane
¥
( x ,'YL) ----..__" _
'1
f
(a,o) (h,ol
,X
Let it be required that the cross sectional area between the two
surfaces be a constant, AL_ from x = a to x = h
(yL2 _ y2) = AL
but YL = mx where m : tan
thus _ [(mx)2 _ y2]= AL
or
= I
b2
Appendix A
Since m is a constant and we require that AL be a constant we canle t
a2 = AL/_m2
b2 _- AL/_
thus x2 2
7 - b-_ =I
which is a hyperbola symmetric about the x axis and open in the
positive x direction.
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Appendix A
Determine the curve which will generate a surface outside a
conical liner such that the cross sectional area will remain
constant along the liner axis.
Represent the lines which will generate the conical surface and
the exterior surface in the x, y plane.
(h,o)
-_----Charge Surface
X
Let it be required that the cross sectional area between the two
surfaces be a constant, Ac, from x=o to x=h
_r(y2 _ yL 2) = A c
but YL : mx where m = tan
thus
_r[y 2 - (mx)2] : A c
or y2 x2
Ac/_ AcT_m 2
= I
Appendix A
Since m is constant and we require that Ac be a constant we canle t
a2 = Ac/_m 2
b2 =A c/_
thus
= I
which is a hyperbola symmetric about the y axis and open in the
positive y direction.
APPENDIX B
LISTING OF EXPLOSIVE
CHARGE INITIATION SYSTEMS
USED IN TEST PROGRAMS
46.
Appendix B
The listing below presents the type of initiation system used
for the indicated program round numbers. In every case_ the initi-
ation system detonated a 1 inch diameter X 1 inch long tetryl booster.
The Primacord listed was an 8 inch long piece of Bickford, IOOHV_
Plastic Reinforced Primacord. The RDX lead listed was 0.235 inch
diameter X 0.205 long.
Program Round
Number Nhmbers
790 i thru 19
791 i thru 7
795 1 thru lO
798 1 thru 4
802 1 thru 12
803 1 thru 22
804 1 thru 4
80_ i thru 15
806 1 thru 5
807 1 thru 7
808 1 thru 3
809 1 thru 18
812 1 thru lO
812 ll and 12
815 1 thru ll
816 1 thru 14
817 1 thru 6
820 1 thru lO
820 ll thru 14
Initiation System
For Booster
M36AI
M36AI
M36AI
M36AI
M36AI
M36AI
M36AI
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord - RDX lead
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
Engineer Special - Primacord
M36AI - RDX lead
_7.
Program
Number
822
823
823
832
832
834
835
835
838
84O
8_5
854
Round
Numbers
i thru i0
i thru 4
5 thru ii
1,4,12 thru 16
2,3,5 thru ll
1 thru 6
i thru 6
7,8
1 thru ll
1 thru 4
1 thru 9
1 thru 8
Appendix B
Initiation System
For Booster
Engineer Special - Primaeord
Engineer Special - Primacord
M36A1 - RDX lead
Engineer Special - Primacord - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
Engineer Special - Primacord - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
M36A1 - RDX lead
_8.
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23 ° Liner Wall
C ompo si tion
TABLE I
Thickness and Truncation Diameter Tests
B Explosive Filler with One-lnch Head
Liner Drawing DRC-N-22
Material
Type 200
Nickel
Liner
Type I02C
Steel
Wall
thickness
(in)
0.075
0.060
o.o_5
0.060
Truncation
D iame te r
(in)
0.375
o. 5"00
0.625
0.375
o. 500
0.625
0.375
o. 5"00
0.625
o. 500
0.625
Program
Round
Number
79o-1
790-2
79O-lO
790-4.
790- 5
790-6
790-7
790-8
790 -9
79o-I I
790-14
790-1 7
790-12
790-1 _790 -1
79o-1 3
790-I 6
79o-1 9
790-20
790-24.
790-21
790-23
790-22
790-25"
79179 2
791 -5
791 -I
791 -6
791 -7
Velocity
(km/sec)
9.22
m
9.63
9.53
9
9.51
9.65
9.W7
9.89
9.65
9.8W
9.85
9.86
9.95
9.99
9.85
9.91
9.95
9.99
10
10.23
10.17
9.89
9.91
9.98
Average Velocity
(km/sec)
9.4.25
9.457
9.54-3
9.793
9.887
9.917
9.97
10.26
10.20
9.893
9.9k_5
9.48
9.87
10.12
9.91
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Table IV
Sub-Caliber Tests - Thick Wall 23 Liner
Type 200 Nickel Liner_ 0.060" Wall_ 0.500" Truncation Diameter
4.700" Liner Length with 2"NEXpl°sive48
Assembly Drawing DRC- -
Explosive
Type
Program
Round
No.
803 -14
Jet Tip
Mass (g.)
1.22
Velocity (Km/sec)
9.60
Composition B
803-16 1.39 9.73
8o3-18 10.41
Octol
803-19 - - 10.57
%
Table V
23 ° LINER APEX STUDY
Composition B Explosive Filler, 2" Head
CLOSED APEX DESIGNS
Drawing
Number
DRC -N -52
DRC-N-53
DRC-N-34
D RC -N - 50
DRC-N-46-1
Wall
Thickness
(in_
o.o65
0.065
0.060
0.060
0.060
LINER Program
Apex Design
Internal Thickness
Radius (in.) (in.)
O. 2 50 i. 146
O. 12 5 O. 6.44
O.O50 O. 502
0.359
O.3!;1
0.050 o.343
o.33o
0.268
O. 060
O.O6O
o.o5o 0.o33
Notes 2&5
Note 6
Round
Number
816-i I_
816-12,
816-1%$
816-14 i
816-2
816-3
Maximum
Distan_
Observed
(ira)
73
76
74
7b
72
75
5_
795-9
795-1o
809-8 75
809-12 56
809-93 _ 75
809-I0J 76
8o9-1,1 76
8o9-2 * 78
8o9-4 76
76803-20
803-21 77
80?-i 76
DRC-N-47-1 0.060 0.250 809-3 74
OPEN APEX DESIGNS
Jet Tip
_ass
(g_
i.96
1.31
2.72
1.89
2.14
1.6
2.3
2.16
1.15
I._5
1.54
2.2
1.77
1.93
1.6
Data
Ve loci ty
(Km/sec)
9.66
9.93
9.68
9.57
9._2
9.66
9.73
9.91
9.99
9._4
9.78
9._
9.93
IO. 06
9.94
9.71
9._
9.79
9.71
Apex Design
Hole Dia.l Description
LINER
O.624" long
lucite wave shaper
Wall
Thickness
(in .)
Drawing
Number
Program
Round
Number
Jet
Maximum
Distan_
Observed
(in_
0.375" long DRC-N-59 816 -I+ 77_0.289 lucite wave shaper 0.065 It. 2 816-?
DRC -N-59 74
0.625 0.060 I t. 1 74
816-5
816-8
816-91
816-IO i0.250" long 2spit back tube
DRC -N-51
It. i
75
760.300 0.065
0.495" long DRC-N-51 816-6 . 75
o.30o spit back tube 2 0.065 It. 2 816-11 _ 75
Tip Data
Mass Veh'elty
(g.) (km/sec)
-- 9.73
2.35 9.74
-- 9.58
-- 9.62
2.06 9.77
1.43 9.83
2 .O4 9.67
2.12 9.82
Note i: These liners were made from type 270 Nickel. All other liners were made
from type 200 Nickel.
Note 2: These liners used a 0.007" thick paper cap over the apex hole.
Note 3: These liners were inhibited. The inhibitor information is given in Table VI.
Note _: This liner had a thin (0.056") wall.
Note 5: This liner had a 0.040" hole at the apex.
Note 6: These liners had an external radius of 0.250".
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Table IX
1020 Steel Liner Apex and Inhibitor Study
Composition B Explosive Filler
Liner I Inhibitor 2 Program
Wall Drawing Drawing Round
Thickness Number Number Number
Uninhibited 822-1
o.12_
O.10_
O.105
O.lO5
O.lO5
LC809323 (80)
LC809323 (67)
DRB-N-_O
DRB-N-_I(1)
DRB-N-_I (2)
LB80918_(13)
Uninhibi ted
LB80918_(6)
Uninhibi ted
LB80918_ (6)
Uninhibited
LB80918_(6)
Uninhibited
LB80918_(6)
822-2
822-_
822-8
822-6
822-7
822-_
822-3
822-9
822-10
Jet Pellet
Mass Velocity
(g) (km/sec)
-- 8.oo
0.29 8.01
-- 8.26
0.5_ 8.32
-- 8.io
0.20 8.05
-- 7.93
-- 8.o8
-- 8 .o_
0.25" 8.10
Note
No te
I "
2:
See Figure 35 for apex
Inhibitor height 2.070
reduction of original
detail.
inches; 8 per
BRL design.
cent
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TABLE X
30 ° .105" WALL INGOT IRON LINER INHIBITOR STUDY
LINER DRAWING LC809323(67)
COMPOSITION B EXPLOSIVE FILLER
i l
Inhibitor Jet Tip
Drawing Overall Vacuum Program Maximum Mass Velocity
Number He i ght
(in)
Uninhibi ted
LBSO918g(3) 2.250
LB809185(6) 2.070
LB809185(15) 2.125
Lev e i
(microns)
Fired
at
A tmo -
spheric
pre s sure
Round Position (g)
Number Observed
(in)
835-1 72
6O
95
835-2 73
835-3 72
835-4 74
835-6 53
835-5 74
835-7 96
835-8 97
I
1.0
I.i
1.0
1.2
(km/sec)
8.36
8.39
8.19
8.37
8.5_es9
8.50
8.57
8._6
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o
LFO° •030" Wall Type 200
Liner
Table XII
Nickel Hyperbolic Liner
Drawing DRB-23-2073-1
Preliminary Tests
Liner
Apex
Thickness
(in)
Base
Outside
Diame ter
(in)
i. 980
Explosive Filler
Head Base Type
(in) Outside
Diameter
(in)
3.00 2.877
)ctol
Program
Round
Number
798-i
798 -3
798-2
798-%
Jet Pellet
Mass Velocity
(g) (Km/sec)
2.8 8.FI
2.F 8.86
2.F 9.39
2.8 9.83
%0 ° , .030" Wall
Table XIII
Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic
Octol Explosive Filler
Apex Study
Drawing
Number
Liner
DRB-23-2073MP
Overall
Height
(in)
Apex
Program
Round
Number
Jet
Maximum
Distance
Radiographed
(in)
O. 50" hole i
II
DRB-23-2073 2.%0% 0.32 thick 806-5 72
DRB-23-21F5 2.2%2 O.16"thick 806-2 73
DRB-23-2156 2. 090 O.Ol"thick 806-% 72
806-i 71
806-3O. 70"ho le iDRB-23-2157 69
i. 96
i.57
Pellet
Mass Velocity
(g) (Km/sec)
9.37
9.30
9.26
-- 8.88
-- 8.60
Note i: Truncated
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Table XIV
TYPE 200 NICKEL HYPERBOLIC LINER APEX ANGLE_ WALL THICKNESS
AND CHARGE DESIGN VARIATION
Apex Drawing Explosive
Angle Base Wall Number Filler
Thickness
(in)
Liner Assembly
Charge Shape
DRB-23 Octol
6.O3O 2073-1
C r_
O.CIO
30 ° 0.020
20 ° 0.020
Single Taper
DRB-23
2071-1 Cct,o!
Double Taper
Cylindrical
C/M
Ra ti o
Program
Round
Number
3.7/1 832-6
3.7/1 832-7
3.7/I 832-8
3.7/I
3.7/1
5.3/3.7
832-5
832-io
832-16
Comp. B Single Taper 3.4/1
Single Taper _._c_/i
Double Taper 5._/I S32-2
_.</5.5
812-8
812 -i
637-i
Cylindriual _.0/5.5 832-12
8.(/5.5 _32-13
Dingle Taper 10.2/1 b12-9
SinF]e T_per
Comp. B
DMU-23-
_' O
_O_d-_
Octol
Comp. B
DRB-23
2073-1 Octol
Comp. B
Octol
Comp. B
DRC-23 Octol
1979
comp. B
Double Taper
ir . all
iO. 9/1
16.2/10.9
16.2/10.9
5.1/i
5.1/i
5.5/1
5.1/1
5.5/1
5.1/l
Cylindrical
Double Taper
Double Taper
Single Taper
Single Taper
Double Taper
_7 _ '7
832 -3
832 -4
832 -15
812 _L_
812 -i0
812 -7
832 -ii
832-9
812-11
Double Taper 5.5/1 812-12
Cylindrical 7.5/5.1 832-14
Jet Pellet
Velocity I Characteristics
(km/sec)
9.C,1
9.31 Good
9.25
8. Q6
Segmented
8.98es t
i0.0 Fragmented
9.05
9.82
IC. ii Segmented
IC.7Q
ii.0 Uns table
q.64
Fragmented
_. (-,e s t
i0.71
Segmented
11.O6
ii.0 Fragmented
10.44
9.81
Segmented
i0.92
9.84
ll. 02 Longitudinal
Split
IO. 99
ll. 92est Dust-like
ll.O
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TABLE XVI I
WALL TYPE 200 NICKEL HYPERBOLIC
SKIRTED LINER INHIBITOR STUDY
LINER DRAWING DRB-23-2209
OCTOL EXPLOSIVE FILLER
LINER
Liner
-Drawing Skirt
I tem Thickness
Number
I tem
Item 2
I 1/16
3/32
Program
Round
82o -7
820-9
Length
(in)
0.84
820-13
820-8
820-10
0.76
0.74
0.86
Jet Pellet
Location
(in)
11.42
bo. 5-4.
Mass
(g)
1.88
1.94
Velocity
(km/sec)
9.34.
9.19
L
39.63 0.93 9.26
38.92 1.71 9.26
20.61 1.32 9.41
1.7440.05
i. 5"838.06
9.04.
820-11 0.98 %2.47 3.63 9.28
820-1b 0.82 9.06
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TABLE XIX
•030" WALL TYPE 1020 STEEL HYPERBOLIC LINER
EXPLOSIVE VARIATION
LINER DRAWING DRB-23-21_4
(2.748 OVERALL LINER HEIGHT)
Explosive
Filler
Comp. B.
TNT
Program
Round
Number
8o%-1
8o4-3
8o4-2
8o4-_
Jet Pellet I
Maximum
Distance
Radiggr_phed
_in)
7_
Velocity
(km/sec)
9.24
8.68
Pulsers Prefired
8 7.30
Note i: Since none of the jet tips were co-
hesively formed, a mass approxima-
tion was not possible.
Table XX
.030" Wall Hyperbolic Liner Material Study
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073-1
Liner
Material
Ingot
Iron
3o4
Stainless
Steel
Explosive
Filler
Type Weight
(lbs)
1.16
i.14
C omp.
B
i. 12
1.13
Comp. i. i_
B
1.16
0ctol 1.19
Program
Round
Number
81_-i
81_-4
8i_-io
81_-11
Jet
Maximum
Position
Radiographed
(in)
7O
73
72
72
Pell_t
Mass
(g)
0.89
0.81
0.44
i. iO
Velocity
(Km/sec)
8.37
8.5"L_
8.46
_4/
81_-2 ......
815-3 b.O -- 9.37(est)
81_-8 21 -- 9.76(est)
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23' Type 200 Nickel Liner 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
790-1 0 790-1 7 790-20 
Wall Thickness: .075" Wall Thickness: .060" Wall Thickness: .045" 
Apex Hole Dia. : .375" Apex Hole Dia. : .375" Apex Hole Dia. : ,375" 
Distance 'I'raveled: 43" Distance Traveled: 44" Pis tance Traveled: 45" 
Velocity:  9 .63 km/sec Velocity:  9.84 km/sec Velocity:  9.95 km/sec 
Fig. 3. E f f e c t  of Liner  Wall Thickness On 
Nickel Jets From Truncated 23" Liners  
(Ref.:  Table I;  F igs .  1, 2) 
74 
23' Type 1020 S t e e l  Liner 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
791 -1 791 -4 
Wall Thickness : . O 6 O f 1  Wall Thickness: .060" 
Distance Traveled: 41 I '  Distance Traveled: kFrr 
Veloci ty:  Approx. 9.95 km/sec Velocity:  9.89 km/sec 
qnnv UnIo nia - 
- 1  1 L " " J L  L L V L V  -A_. - nnhTr  u-1, n4.- . L ~ ~ I I  npGA . t J . W l G  UIU.. ."L, 
Fig. 4. 1020 S t e e l  J e t s  From Truncated 23O Liners 
With .060-inch Wall. ( R e f . :  Table I; Figs .  1, 2)  
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795-6 
Explosive Head: 2" 
Distance Traveled : 4411 
Ve loc i ty :  9.78 
Sub Ca l ibe r  
795-1 795-2 
Explosive Head: 1 "  Explosive Head: 2" 
Distance Traveled: 45" Distance Traveled : 43" 
Ve loc i ty :  9.71 Ve loc i ty  9.59 
c 
795-7 
795-8 795-3 Explosive- Head: 2" 
Distance Traveled: 45" 
Veloc i ty :  9.91 
Explosive Head: 1 "  Explosive Head: 2" 
Distance Traveled: 44'l Distance Traveled : 43" 
V e l o c i t y :  9.70 Veloci ty:  9.72 Sub Ca l ibe r  
F i g .  8. Effect of Explosive Head and Sub-caliber 
Liner Design On Nickel Jets From Truncated 
23O Liners With .060-inch Wall 
(Ref,: Table 11; FIgs- F j  6 ;  7)  
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23' Type 1020 S t e e l  .045" Wall Liner-  
.500" Apex Hole Dia. 
2" E x p l o s i v e  Head 
- -  
I 
803-3 803-2 803-1 2 
E x p l o s i v e  F i l l e r :  O c t o 1  E x p l o s i v e  F i l l e r :  Oc to1  E x p l o s i v e  F i l l e r :  TNT 
D i s t a n c e  Trave led :  5'7" D i s t a n c e  T r a v e l e d :  58" D i s t a n c e  T r a v e l e d :  46" 
V e l o c i t y :  10.48 km/sec V e l o c i t y :  10.13 km/sec V e l o c i t y :  Approx. 6 krn/sec 
V e r t i c a l l y  T r u n c a t e d  
Apex 
F i g .  11. 1020 S t e e l  J e t s  Produced  B T r u n c a t e d  2 3 O  
S u b - c a l i b e r  Liners  With .O t 5-inch Wall 
( R e f . :  T a b l e  111; Charge  S i m i l a r  t o  F i g .  9 )  
82 
.04811 Wall Liner,  . S O V  Apex Hole Diameter, 2" Explosive Head 
803-5 
Explosive F i l l e r :  TXT 
Distance Traveled : 37" 
Veloci ty:  6 ( e s t )  
803-22 
Exploslve F i l l e r :  TNT 
Distance Traveled: 40" 
V e l o c i t y :  6 ( e s t )  
Explosive 
Distance 
V e  l o c  
803-6 803-1 1 
F i l l e r :  Comp. B Explosive F i l l e r :  Octo1 
Traveled: 39" Distance Traveled: 55" 
i t y :  9.83 Veloci ty:  1 1  .Ob 
803-1 3 803-1 7 
Explosive F i l l e r :  C o m D .  B ExPbSive  F i l l e r :  Oc t o 1  
Distance Traveled: 5 5 I t  Distance Traveled: 58" 
Veloci ty:  P. 98 Veloci ty:  10.68 
Fig.  12. Ef fec t  of Explosive Composition On Nickel J e t s  
From Truncated 23O Sub-caliber Thin Wall Liners 
( R e f . :  Table 111; F i g s .  9 ,  10) 
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23' Type 200 Nickel .060" Wall Liner .5OO" Apex 
w * *  
803-1 4 
Explosive F i l l e r :  Comp. B 
Distance Traveled: 56" 
Veloc i ty :  9.60 km/sec -
4 
803-1 8 
Explosive F i l l e r :  Octol 
Distance Traveled: 55" 
Veloc i ty :  10.41 km/sec - -  
803-1 6 
Explosive F i l l e r :  Comp. B 
Distance Traveled: 56" 
Veloc i ty :  9.73 km/sec - 
803-1 9 
Explosive F i l l e r :  Octol 
Distance Traveled: 55" 
Veloc i ty :  10.57 km/sec 
Hole Diameter 
c 
1 
c 
Fig. 14. Effect  of Explosive Composition On Nickel J e t s  
From Truncated 23 O Sub-caliber Thick Wall Liners 
(Ref.: Table I V ;  Fig. 13) 
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23' Type 200 Nickel .065" Wall Liner 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
w - bx * X I  v.-.r--e-*-- - x/ e 
809-9 809-1 o 
Apex Thickness: .343" Apex Thickness:  .330" 
I n h i b i t o r :  DRB-N-49, I t .  1 I n h i b i t o r :  DRB-N-49, I t .  3 
I n h i b i t o r  Height:  .745" I n h i b i t o r  Height:  .682" 
Distance Traveled: 57" Distance Traveled: 56" 
Veloci ty:  9.78 km/sec Veloc i ty :  9.88 km/sec 
Fig. 27. Effec t  of I n h i b i t o r  Height on Nickel Je ts  
From 23O Liners  With Thick Apex Design 
(Ref.: Table V I ;  F igs .  18, 26) 
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30" Liner - Composition B Explosive Filler 
4 Uninhibited c 
> 
I 
817-3 
Liner Mat11:1020 S t e e l  
Liner Dwg : Lc809323 (67)  
Velocity:  8.54 km/sec 
817-2 
Liner Mat'l:1020 S t e e l  
Liner Dwg : LC809323 (67 1 
Velocity : 8.64 km/sec 
I n h i b i t o r  Dwg:LB809185( 
817-5 
Liner Mat'l:1020 S t e e l  
Liner Dwg:LC809323(80) 
Velocity:  8.32 km/sec 
817-4 
.. 
835-1 
Liner Mat'1:Ingot I ron  
Liner Dwg:LC809323(67) 
Velocity:  8.36 km/sec 
835-5 
Liner Mat11:1020 S t e e l  Liner  Mat'1:Ingot I ron  
Liner Dwg:LC809323(80) Liner Dwg:LC809323(67) 
Velocity:  8.25 km/sec Velocity:  8.50 km/sec 
3 )  I n h i h i t o r  Dwg:LB809185(12) I n h i b i t o r  Dwg:LB809185(15) 
4 Inh ib i t ed  - 
Fig. 31. E f fec t  of I n h i b i t o r  on Je t  I n t e g r i t y  f o r  
1020 S t e e l  and Ingot  Iron Line r s  
102 (Ref.: Figs.  28, 29, 34) 
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300 0.105fl W a l l  Ingot I ron  Liner 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
Liner Drawing Lc809323( 67) 
83 5-4 
Inh ib i to r :  ~ ~ 8 0 9 1 8 5 (  3) 
Inh ib i to r  Height: 2.250t1 
Distance Traveled: % I 1  
Velocity:  8.37 km/sec - 
835-5 
Inh ib i to r :  LB809185( 15) 
I n h i b i t o r  Height: 2. I 25f1 
Distance Traveled: 51 
Velocity:  8.50 km/sec -
835-6 
Inh ib i to r :  LB809185( 6)  
I n h i b i t o r  Height : 2. O7OIf  
Distance Traveled: 53" 
Velocity:  8.55 km/sec -
835-8 
I n h i b i t o r :  ~ ~ 8 0 9 1 8 5 (  1 5) 
I n h i b i t o r  Height: 2.1 25" 
Distance Traveled: 97" 
Velocity:  8.56 km/sec 
Pressurk: 95 microns 
___c I v 
Fig. 36. E f f e c t  of I n h i b i t o r  Height on Je t  P e l l e t  f o r  300 
Ingot I ron  Liners  With .105-inch Wall and Spitback 
Apex. 
(Ref.: Table X ;  Figs.  28, 29, 34) 
Tested i n  A i r  and i n  95 Micron Vacuum 
LABORATORY COORDINATE SYSTEM
-----DETONAT ION FRONT
_----P" U d /UNDISTURBED LINER
. y/ WALL
COLLAPSING LINER WALL_
//s,_,,o ,
V._ "__ j-- - CONE AXIS
V0 - COLLAPSE VELOCl TY
V S - SLUG VELOC!TY
Vj - JET VELOCITY
Ud - EXPLOSIVE DETONATION RATE
- CONE HALF ANGLE
- COLLAPSE ANGLE
MOVI NG COORDINATE SYSTEM
DETONAT
(" _ --V2 -- ---_ - _ CONE AXl S
ION FRONT
io8
V1 - VELOCITY OF JUNCTION OF COLLAPSING LINEr WALL
Y 2 - VELOCITY OF LINER _ALLy JET AND SLUG RELATIVE TO
MOVING JUNCTION
Vj = Vl + V 2 VS = V1 - V 2
Fig. 37. Shaped Charge Jet Formation Process.
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40°, 0.030" Wall Type 1 100-0 Aluminum Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073 - 1 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
78 5-2 
Veloci ty:  10.01 km/sec 
785-3 
Velocity:  9.81 km/sec 
Fig.  40. Aluminum 400, ,030-inch Hyperbolic Liner During 
Collapse and After Collapse. (Ref.: Table X I ;  
Figs.  38, 39, 46) 
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40°, 0.0301' Wall Copper Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRC-23-2073-1 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
78 5- 5 
(wi th  Adapter P l a t e )  
Velocity: 8.89 km/sec 
785-6 
(without Adapter P l a t  e )  
Veloci ty:  8.94 km/sec 
F i g .  41. E f fec t  of Adapter P l a t e  on Copper J e t  
From 400,  .030-inch Hyperbolic Liner 
( R e f .  : Table X I ;  F i g s .  38, 39, 46) 
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400, .O3O-in. Wall, Type 200 Nickel Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073-1 
798-3 
798-1 
Explosive Fil1er:Comp.B 
Distance Traveled:&-in. I Velocity: 8.51 km/sec 
798-4 
Explosive Fil1er:Comp.B Explosive Fil1er:Octol 
Dis t . Traveled : 211, 911 Dist. Tra~eled:2'~,10'~ 
Velocity: 8.86 km/sec Velocity: 9.83 km/sec 
798-2 
Explosive Fil1er:Octol 
Dist. Traveled: 4411 
Velocity: 9.39 km/sec 
Fig. 42. Effect of Explosive Filler on Nickel Jets From 400, 
.030-inch Hyperbolic Liners ( R e f , :  Table X I I ;  
Figs. 38, 39, 4-61 
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i ,
3
4
6
Type
1
2
3
4
5
6
Height (in.)
2.748
2.404 (control)
2.242
2.090
1.789
1.580
Material Tested
Steel
Nickel_ Steel
Nickel_ Steel
Nickel_ Steel
Nickel_ --
Nickel_ Steel
i14
Fig. 43. Apex Variations For Nickel & 1020 Steel
Hyperbolic Liner Tests (Ref.: Tables XIII,XVIII)
40°, 0.030f1 Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
806-5 806-2 806-4 
Liner  Height: 2.40411 Liner Height: 2.242" Liner Height: 2.090f1 
Distance Traveled: 53" Distance Traveled: 53" Distance Traveled: 53" 
Veloci ty:  9.37 km/sec Velocity:  9.30 km/sec Velocity:  9.26 km/sec 
806-1 106-3 
Liner Height: 1 . 7 8 y  Liner Height: 1 . 58011 
Distance Traveled: 52" Distance Traveled: 50" 
Velocity:  8.88 km/sec Velocity: 8.60 km/sec 
Fig.  44. E f f e c t  of Apex Variat ions on Nickel Jets From 400,  
.030-inch Hyperbolic Liners  ( R e f . :  TaDle X I I I ;  
Figs .  38, 43, 46) 
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400, .O3O-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073-1 
Octo1 Explosive Filler 
832-6 832-7 832-8 
- Chge.Design:Sgle.Taper Chge.Design:Sgle.Taper Chge.Design:Sgle.Taper 
Distance Traveled:39" Distance Traveled:39" Distance Traveled:38" 
Velocity:q.Ol km/sec Velocity: 9.31 km/sec Velocity:9.25 km/sec 
832-5 
Chge.Design:Dble.Taper Chge.Design:Dble.Taper 
Distance Traveled : 3 9ll Distance Traveled : 3 9l' 
Velocity:8.96 km/sec Velocity: 8.98 km/sec(est) 
Fig. 48. Effect of Single-Taper and Double-Taper Charge 
Configuration on Nickel Jets Produced by 400 
Hyperbolic Liners (Ref.: 
.030-inch 
Table XIV; Figs. 36,39,46,47) 
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30°, .020-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073- 1 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
832-1 I 
Charge Design: S ingle  
Distance Traveled: 36-in. 
Veloci ty:  9.84 km/sec 
Taper 
I 
81 2-1 o 
Charge Design: Double 
Distance Traveled: 39-in. 
Veloci ty:  9.81 km/sec 
Taper 
1 
I 
F i g .  49. Effect  of Single-Taper and Double-Taper Charge 
Configuration on Nickel J e t s  Produced by 30" .020-inch 
Hyperbolic Liners  (Ref.: Table X I V ;  F igs .  k&a,47,51,51a) 
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400 Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Octo1 Explosive Filler 
Fig. 53. Effect 
By 400 
39, 46 
832-7 
Wall T'ness :0.030t' 
Single Taper Charge 
Geometry 
Dist . Trav~led:38.6" 
Vel oc i ty : 9.3 1 km/s ec 
812-1 
Wall T'ness : 0.020" 
Single Taper Charge 
Geometry 
Dis t . Traveled : 40.8" 
Velocity:9.82 km/sec 
832-3 
Wall T'ness:O.O1O1t 
Single Taper Charge 
Geometry 
Dist.Traveled:43.5" 
Velocity:10.71km/sec 
of Liner Wall Thickness on Nickel Jets Produced 
Hyperbolic Liners (Ref. : Table XIV; Figs. 38, 
52a, 52b) 
30°,  .020-in. Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
832-9 
Single  Taper Charge 
Distance Traveled:11.8" Distance Traveled: 8.8" 
Velocity:  11.02 km/sec Velocity:  10.92 lan/sec 
Double Taper Charge 
Geometry Geometry 
Fig.  54. Ef fec t  of Charge Geometry On Nickel J e t s  
From 30°, .020-inch Hyperbolic Liners  
(Ref.: Table X I V ;  Figs.  46a, 47, 51, 51a) 
20°, .020-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Double Taper Charge Geometry 
I' 
. ___ 
812-11 812-12 
ExDlosive F i l l e r :  O c t o 1  Explosive F i l l e r :  Comp B. 
Distances T r a ~ e l e d : 3 . 6 ~ ~ , 1 2 . 2 ' ~  Distances Traveled: 4.4", > 13.4'' 
Velocity:  10.99 km/sec' Veloci ty:  >ll.92 krn/sec 
Fig.  55. Ef fec t  of Explosive Composition On Nickel 
Jets  From 200, -020-inch Hyperbolic Liners  
(Ref. : Table X I V ;  F igs .  47, 50, 50a) 
0.020-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
832-9 
Apex Angle: 30" 
Single Taper Charge Geometry 
Explosive Filler: Octo1 
Distances Traveled:3 0" ,11 . 8" 
Velocity: 11.02 km/sec 
812-11 
Apex Angle: 20" 
Double Taper Charge Geometry 
Explosive Filler: Composition B 
Distances Traveled:3.6I1, 12.2" 
Velocity: 10.99 km/sec 
Fig. 56. Effect of Cone Angle on Nickel Jets From 30°,  
.020-inch and 20°, .020-inch Liners 
(Ref.: Table X I V ;  Figs. 50, 50a, 51, 51a, 46a, 47) 
400, .020-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liners 
Octo1 Explosive Filler 
832-13 832-12 
Distances Traveled:3.7-in,12.2-in. Distance Traveled:52.3-in. 
Velocity: 11.0 km/sec Velocity: 10.79 km/sec 
Fig. 57. Nickel Jets Produced by 400, .020-inch Hyperbolic 
Liners Cast in Cylindrical Charge 
(Ref. : Table X I V ;  Fig. 52a) 
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Fig. 58.
NASA-SK-76 -1
I NH iB ITOR.
FOR
40 DEGREE-.030 WALL
HYPERBOL I L; L I I_R
BRL Type Lucite Inhibitor For 40 °, .030-inch
Hyperbolic Liners• Dwg. NASA-SK-76-1
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40°, .030-in. Wall, Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23 -2073 - 1 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
802-1 2 
I I n h i b i t o r  Type: NASA-SK-76-1 
Distance Traveled: 2-, IO-in. 
Velocity:  10.00 km/sec 
Fig.  59. Inhib i ted  Nickel J e t  From 400,.030-inch Hyperbolic Liner 
(Ref.: F i g s .  3 9 ,  58, 58a) 
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1 ai- 
c 
d 
3 
400 . O3O-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Hyperbolic Liner 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
(See Table V I  For  Analysis) 
R D . 8 2 0 -  
I T E M  1 
I R D . 8 2 0 - 2  
I T E M  5 
RD. 8 2 0 - 3  RD. 820-4  
I T E M  8 I T E M  3 
RD. 8 2 0 - 5  RD. 8 2 0 - 6  
I T E M  1 I T E M  4 
Fig. 61. Ef fec t  of Luci te  and Grooved I n h i b i t o r  Techniques on 
Nickel J e t s  From 400, .030-inch Hyperbolic Liners  
(Ref. : Table X V I )  
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40°, .030-in. Wall, Type 200 Nickel Liner 
Liner Drawing NASA-SK-73, I t .  4 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
Groove 
c 
845-9 
Location: O.3l2-in. 
Distance Traveled: 100-in. 
Velocity:  9.76 km/sec 
Dnnpn,,mn 8c\ micyc f i s  
A I b O a U A  b 
Fig. 62. Nickel J e t  Firel 
P e l l e t  
tumbling 
i n  Vacuum, ProLJcel 
from l i n e r  base 
- by 
Grooved 400, .030-inch Hyperbolic Liner 
(Ref. : Figs.  38, 61a) 
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400, .O3O-in. Wall Type 200 Nickel Liner 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
802-7 
Liner  Drawing : DRB-23 -2073 -1 
Distances Traveled :38", 54" 
Veloci ty:  9.34 km/sec 
F in .  64. Nickel J e t s  
. .  . '  
, _  . .  ' -.I . '. . . .  
820-14 
Liner Drawing:DF33-23-22Og(skirted) 
Distances Traveled : 3 8", 54'' 
Velocity:  9.06 km/sec 
Produced by Standard and - 
Skir ted  400, .030-in. Liner Designs 
(Ref.: Table X V I I ;  Figs .  38, 39, 46, 63) 
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40°, .030-in. Wall, Type 1020 S t e e l  Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2154 (Sharp Apex) 
Octo1 Explosive F i l l e r  
Liner Height: 2.748-in. 
Distance Traveled: 53-in. 
Velocity:  9.18 km/sec 
Fig.  66. 1020 S t e e l  J e t  From Sharp Apex 
400, .030-inch Hyperbolic Liner 
(Ref.: Table XVIII; Figs.  38, 43, 46) 
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bo0, .030-in., Type 1020 S t e e l  Hyperbolic Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2154 
804-4 804-1 
Explosive F i l l e r :  TNT Explosive F i l l e r :  Composition B 
Distances Traveled: 3-, 1 I - in .  Distances  Traveled: 1 -, 8- in .  
Velocity:  7.30 km/sec Veloci ty:  9.24 km/sec 
Fig.  67. Effect  of Explosive Composition on 1020 S t e e l  J e t s  From 
Sharp Apex 400,  .030-inch Hyperbolic Liners  
(Ref.: Table X I X ;  Figs .  38, 43, 46) 
40°, .O3O-in. W a l l  Ingot  Iron Hyperbolic Liners  
Liner Drawing DRB-23-2073-1 
Composition B Explosive F i l l e r  
81 5-1 81 5-4 
Distance Traveled: 52-in. Distance Traveled: %-in. 
Veloci ty:  8.37 km/sec Velocity:  8.54 km/sec 
9; 
c 
81 5-1 0 81 5-1 1 
Dis tance  Traveled: 52-in. Distance Traveled: 53-in. 
Veloc i ty :  8.46 km/sec Velocity:  8.27 km/sec 
Fig.  68. Ingot I ron  J e t s  From 400,  .030-inch Hyperbolic Liners 
(Ref.: Table XX; Figs .  38, 39, 46) 
40°, .030-in. Wall, Type 304 S t a i n l e s s  S t e e l  Liner 
Liner D r  awing DRB - 2 3 - 2 0 73 - 1 
81 5-3 81 5-8 
Explosive F i l l e r :  Composition B Explosive F i l l e r :  Octo1 
Distance Traveled: b i n .  Distance Traveled: 1 0-in.  
Velocity:  9.37 h / s e c  ( e s t . )  Veloci ty:  9.76 km/sec ( e s t . )  
Fig.  69.  Effec t  of Explosive Composition on 304 S t a i n l e s s  
400, .030-inch Hyperbolic L ine r s  
(Ref.: Table XX; Figs .  38, 3 9 ,  46) 
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400, .040-in. Wall Hyperbolic Liners 
Composition B Explosive Filler 
812-5 838-6 
Liner Material:1020 Steel Liner Mat'1:Ingot Iron 
Distance Traveled:37-in. Distance Traveled:57-in. 
Velocity: 7.95 km/sec. Velocity: 8.08 km/sec. 
812-3 
Liner Material:1020 Steel 
Distances Traveled :4-, 10-in. 
Velocity: 8.31 km/sec. 
838-e 
Liner Mat'1:Ingot Iron 
Distance Traveled:56-fn. 
Velocity: 8.08 km/sec. 
Fig. 72. Cornparison of 1320 Steel and Ingot. Iron Jets 
From 400, .OkO-inch Hyperbolic Liners 
(Fief.: Table =I; Figs. .38, 46, 70) 
40°, Magnesium Hyperbolic Liner 
Composi t ion  B Explosive F i l l e r  
8 54- 1 854-2 
Liner Drawing: DRB-23-2073-1 Liner  Drawing: DRB-23-2189 
Liner Wall Thickness: O.O3OI1 Liner  Wall Thickness: 0.04011 
Distances Traveled: 1.6811 Distances Traveled: 2.39” 
1 0.1 2“ 1 0.77” 
Velocity:  9.88 km/sec Veloci ty:  9.59 km/sec 
Fig.  73. Magnesium 400 Liners  During Collapse and Resul tan t  J e t s  
After Completion of Col lapse Process 
(Ref.: Table XXII; Figs .  38, 39, 46b, 7 0 )  
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0.040-in. Wall Copper Parabol ic  Liner 
Liner Drawing DRB- 23 - 2194 
Octo1 Explosive F , i l l e r  
Parabol ic  Charge Geometry 
834-5 
Distances Traveled: 2 .3- in . ,  11.3-in.  
Veloci ty:  9.37 km/sec 
F i g .  77. J e t  Produced By Parabol ic  Liner  
With .ObO-inch Wall a t  Base 
(Ref.:  Table X X I V ;  F igs .  75, 7 6 )  
